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FOREWORD 
On recommendation of the Newfoundland Fisheries 
Development Committee, the Governments of Canada and New-
foundland joined in carrying out a survey in July and August, 
1952, of the more important communities on the northeast coast 
of the Province of Newfoundland. While the emphasis was placed 
on the commercial fisheries of these communities, factual infor-
mation was also compiled on the harbour facilities, forestry, 
agriculture and the social aspects of community life. The notes 
included in the report are intended to provide the Development 
Committee, and later the various departments of the two govern-
ments, with data for their guidance in planning and carrying out 
a programme of fisheries development. 
It should be understood that, in view of the relatively 
short time available to cover this large area, the survey was of 
necessity more of a reconnaissance than an exhaustive study of 
each individual community. 
The departments of the federal government were re-
presented as follows: Fisheries - D.R. Buchanan; Public Works -
E. V. Gilbert; Resources and Development - J.M. Robinson; 
Agriculture - H. W.R. Chancey and I. Green. The government of 
Newfoundland was represented as follows: Fisheries and Co-oper-
atives - C. Storey; Economic Development - N. Short; Agriculture-
R. Carnell; Forestry - E. Corcoran; and Public Welfare - R. L. 
Andrews and W. Rockwood. 
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. HARBOUR FACILITIES 
NAME OF PLJ~CE: Westport. 
Latitude 49°47'N. Longitude 
56°37'W. Chart No. 3144. Air 
Photos: Al2793 - 109 and 111. 
EXISTING WHARVES: Public wharf, 52 foot face. 
Coastal steamers use this wharf. 
EXISTING BREAKWATERS : Wharf acts as a breakwater pro-
viding shelter for small boats. 
APPROkCHES FROM THE SEA: Good. 
FOG CONDITIONS: Good. 
STORM CONDITIONS: Bad when winds are north-westerly. 
ICE CONDITIONS: Frozen, December to late April. 
TIDhL PECULIARITIES: Nil. 
NATURE OF BOTTOM: Stoney . 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
1flHARFAGE .h.ND SHELTER: See under "Dredging". 
DREDGING REQUIRED : Removal of remains of an old crib 
on eas t side of wharf to permit 
additional mooring space for small 
boats. 
JlVAILABILITY OF CONSTRUCTION 
MATERIALS : Rock, locally, boulders or quarry. 
EVG: July 26, 1952 .o. 
Timber: Sop's Arm and small sizes 
locally. 
WESTPORT 
Public wharf 
Fir on Anglican church property 
Fir stump 
-
I 
MEMORANDUM FOR REPORT ON 
FISHING CO:MMUNITY SCHEDULES 
1. The population for settlements was derived from the 1951 census . 
2 . The number of fishermen , the number of boats and the fishing 
gear are those that are actually operating this year. In many 
settlements visited , there were a number of boats and a consid-
erable amount of gear not being used . 
3. The average age and literacy figures would perhaps be more 
applicable if an average were made of several settlements in 
one area . Without a detailed knowledge of every fisherman in 
a settlement , it is only possible to make an approximation of 
the average age and literacy. 
4. The 1950 production of shore fish for settlements waw derived 
from the Fisheries Prices Support Board , Ottawa . 
5. In some instances where it was not possible to get the statis-
tics for the catch of a species of fish for a settlement, this 
lnformation was obtained from the statistics section of the 
Newfoundland Fisheries Board . In the majority of schedules, 
this information was obtained directly from the field work. 
The statistics for salmon and lobster are for total landings . 
No attempt was made to get the breakdown of sold fresh, pickled 
and canned forms . However , in the areas visited by the survey 
party, practically all of the salmon and lobster are sold in 
the fresh state . 
6. In many cases, for the historical notes on the settlements, 
other sources than field information were used. Among these 
sources were; Reverend Tocque ' s book entitled "Newfoundland 
As It Was And As It Is Now In 1887" and the Hon . J . R. Small-
wood ' s "Gazette of Newfoundland". 
FISHING SETTLEMENT SCHEDULE 
Settlement Westport. 
Area White Bay . 
July 26, 1952. 
Population - 205. 
Settlement Notes. 
There are five cod traps here but only three were used this yoar . 
There are four cod trap crews and only a few trawl crews . Most of 
tho fishermen go salmon fishing in spring, thon go into the woods to 
work in August after tho fly season is over . The average catch of 
cod fish annually is only 400 - 500 Q's. 'I1hey have 140 Q's to date 
this year. Tho 1950 catch was 315 Q's. 
Turbot - A fow caught here but not as many as on the west side of 
White bay at settlements like Jackson's Arm and Sop 's Island. 
Seals - about sixty-five seals caught here last year . 
Salmon- was sold this year at .20 to .25 cents por ·lb. to Dunphy's 
at Curling and Noble at Nipper 's Harbour. Tho :·total catch for the 
settlement was 400llbs. 
Woods Work: 
This settlement derives its income chiefly from woods work. 
The men from this settlement cut 3,500 cords of pulpwood last year 
for Bowator's Company. They get $5.95 per cord. Therefore, the 
total gross from woods work would be $20,825 . The settlomont's 
income from woods work is likely three times that of its income from 
fishing. Practically all the able-bodied mon work in tho woods 
during some part of tho year. 
AGRICULTURE 
Gl ossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500 ' sq . used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas over 500 ' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate nun1ber of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers. of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep . 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land . 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres . 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use . 
Production much less than require-
ments . 
LOCATION: Westport. 
-----
AGRICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
' •· 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCh: 
POTENTIAL: 
AGRICULTUHE 
DATE: 26-7-52. 
Subsistence type production insufficient 
for local consumption. 
Soils weathered from marine sands and 
gravels and schistose parent rock, 
generally thin mantle over bedrock. 
Potatoes and cabbage and minor amounts 
of roots. 
Limited amount of pasture and hay. 
Approximately 20 horses and 150 sheep 
r11aintained. 
Some expansion possible in areas now 
covered with stands of spruce and fir, 
and owned by Bowater's. Topography 
rolling, with numerous rock outcrop and 
generally rough, bouldery surface. 
Present production could be increased 
by improved cultural methods. 
• 
FORESTRY 
The Economic Survey by the Federal Department of Fisheries 
was designed to cover a wide diversity of fields so that the 
relative importance of each port uight be ascertained. This 
portion of the report covers forestry, water supply and road 
comn1unications, V'Thich v1ere grouped because some assessment of 
each of these was possible from air photographs. Unfortun-
ately the scales of the air photographs, most of which varied 
between twenty-six hundred and forty feet to an inch and four 
t\0ousand feet to an inch, were such that only general inforn1-
ation could be gathered. These reports can only serve as a 
guide tov1ard the choice of specific areas for which detailed 
studies @ay be prepared later. 
The forests of Newfoundland now provide a greater 
proportion of her income than even her fisheries, and may bo 
expected to play an even more important role in the econon:y of 
the fishing settlements when organization of the forest 
utilization programmes has been corapl8ted. 
The for~sts of the coastal region, with which this report 
is primarily concerned, fall naturally into tvvo classes: 
(1) Those forests close enough to th8 ports to provide 
fuolwood, timbor for local needs and possibly lumber for 
local export . 
(2) Inland forests on the licensed b8rths which could 
provide employment . 
A forest belt extending inland three miles froM the 
gen8ral line of the seacoast was rusurved as a source of fuel-
wood and timber for the fishermen. There is a large purcentago 
of rock barren and huath in this belt and the thin soiled 
areas carry stands of scrub spruce and balsam which may 
eventually reach fuelwood size but will not grow large 
enough for saw timber. Ono of the photographs of Ship Cove 
shows l .i.r. Hobert Chancey stc:tnding in th8 rnidst of a thirty-
seven year old forost which barely renchos to his knees. 
Tr ee growth is r2pi d wherever the soi l s are suitabl e but fo r 
some reason mo st tr~: es seen1 to stagnate £lfter rse ching a 
~ height of from thirty to forty feet , If the incessAnt cutting 
for fuelwood could b8 restricted , the better s i tes Anywhere 
along the coClst v1ould produce SC1vv timber , ·that is, trE-.;es six to 
eight inch8s in dic~metc;r 2t breElst height a Residents of such 
barren out ports as Cook ' s Hctrbour , Ship Cov e , Twillingate , Fogo 
and Jo8 Batt ' s Arm all clRimed that these localities were 
heavily timbered when the first white settlers arrived . They 
further stated thr-t 8Xcessive cutting , fire and use of the 
spruce 2nd bals2m reproduction for fish fl2kes ~nd for sheep 
fodder hnd finally r8duced the countryside to heath . On the 
hilltops trees were often growing in a thin layer of pent 
without eny rnin8rnl soil between it etnd the parent rock . 
Once burnt , no grov1th WclS possible uutil Cl r1ew layer of soi l 
hud developed . This uxplC!ins how nrcns which couldn't 
possibly support a forest now might oncu have been wooded . 
The cutting of fuelvvood is unrestricted in the '~Fishermnn ' s 
Eeltn but a license raust be obtc:lined for the right to cut setw 
timbbr 211d a nominnl charge pe;r thousand bonr d feet r11ust be 
p2id for all trees renoved . 
l'~ost of thu interior forust F1.rc;E1. is novr held , c ~.i thLr ~s 
freehold or by long torrn luGse , by the two 12rge pulp end 
pc.per cornpnnies , Bowciter ' s ( Newfoundlnnd ) Pul p and PEtpur l~Iills 
Limited 2nd the Anglo-Newfoundland DevelopLlent Comp~ny . In this 
report thuse con1pctnies vvill bu given their locnl nanus of 
Bo1.Arr.ter's or the 13ovvr;t(;r Cornpnny E'. nd the A. . IJ . D. Cornp[lny . Also 
of inter 8 st i s th u Int(:;: rnc ti o n<:11 Gr e uf e 11 As so cir: ti on 1 imi t on 
Cnnadn Bny wh0re the firm of Snunders & HovJell is operC'.ting . 
Both tho BownttJr nnd the A. N. D. limits arl- divided into 
12rg~ divisions on which the cutting is linited , et least in 
those which vvere visi tE)d by th(J survey , to th'1t ci.mount which 
·would permit C1 sixty Y'dC1 r cycle . Since grovvth on these limits 
is V8ry rc~pid , this programrr1<:; could be continued indc;fini tely . 
Bowater' s have one division .centred at T·Iainbrook on Hare Bay 
which is planned to produce sixty thousarid cords of wood per 
year . A second centre at Deer Lake controls logging oper-
ations at the southern end of White Bay and a third at Baie 
Verte is operating on a cycle similar to that of Mainbrook . 
Each Division has a large depot or depot town built for its 
staff which, unlike the average lumbering or mining town , is 
built for permanence . Some idea of the effect of these pulp-
wood operations on the livelihood of the Northeasterr1 coast 
can be obtaj_ned by a simple calculation of the number of men 
employed and the average income from their operations . The 
average man cuts 1 . 75 cords of wood per day and is paid about 
six dollars per cord •. If each man vJorked one hundred days, 
• 
a sixty thousand cord operation would give three hundred and 
forty men an income of one thousand and fifty dollars . In 
addition, there is the potential income from the hauling of the 
pulpwood to rivers, driving the logs down the rivers, or trans-
porting them from the river mouths to the Mills . Divisions on 
Hare Bay and ·white Bay dupend upon the outports for almost all 
of their labour supply while those south of Notre Dame Bay 
recruit thuir labour from all over the provincG . 
l\.t pres8nt thu high price paid for tht; cutting of pulpwood 
does attract men from the fishing . This need not be con-
sidered a ctisddvantage , ns the pulpwood operations are planned 
to last indufinituly and some income should always comG from 
I 
this source . Besides more modern methods of fishing and 
processing mey releas8 men from that industry . Any planning 
for the devLlopmont of ports on thL Northeastern coast should 
be done in conjunction with thu two large pulp companies . 
In order to simplify comparison of the many ports , the 
information hes b8en presented by means of a standard form 
and short description . The rnenning of t;ach turm and the 
reason for its inclusion on tho form is given below . 
Air photo cov0rage - - the roll and picture numbers of the . air 
r·Iaps employed --
Number of f ar11iles 
present --
Are2 of accussibl~ 
f orost 
photogrephs on 'V'rhi ch this area is shovJn . 
The first set of nwtlbers aro the photo -
graphs covering the port itself, with 
the second set showing those required to 
study the general area around the port . 
Thi s shows what maps should be us8d in 
conjunction v-ri th the report . l 1oreovur 
the information on a map at eight or ten 
miles to onu inch is very general and not 
nearly as inclusive as thot on one at one 
inile to nn inch . 
The first figure is the 1951 cunsus of the 
population of thnt sottl0wunt . ThG total 
population vvns divided by a n102n figure; of 
five to nrrivu at the probable n~1ber of 
families in the settlements . Studies in 
other parts of N0wfoundland h~ve shown 
that each fnmily will burn twulvc cords of 
fuclwood per yenr on an 2vcrBge . 
This includes n very gener2l figure for 
the number of acres of commercial forest 
' 
potentially comrnercial fore st and slo\v-
growing icrub within 2 radius of five 
miles from thu cuntru of uach port . If 
tho port is located on a small island, a 
separate figure is given for the forest on 
the island itself . The quality of the . nir 
photogrciphs vv-as often Vc;:ry poor so it v..ras 
difficult to distinguish slow-growing 
forest from open heath . The 0rE-_,f.'S of 
forest nre for purposes of compRrison 
only 2nd not of sufficient reliability to 
Estim8ted per cent 
of slow- growing 
be quoted. 
for8st -- huch of th8 coastal forest consists of 
Ownership C'nd 
control --
Difficulties of 
utilization --
S2wmills licensed 
for 1952 
Distnnce to ne2rest 
spruce and balsan1 vrhi ch , becnuse of its 
slow growth , hns no commercinl value . 
This estim2te was based on the few ground 
observations nnd study of the 8ir photo -
grc:tphs . 
Aln1ost all good timber outside the thrH-
mile belt is under license . A timber berth 
nenrby m~2ns possibilities for nddition81 
employment . 
Self- explanAtory . 
Self-expl2n2tory . The detnils of this 
production is confidential nnd could not 
be published . This information mRy be 
obt2inud from the Forestry Division, Dept . 
of ~.Iines C1nd Hu sources , St . John's, Nfld . , 
or from the Feclerc?..l Bure2u of Statistics . 
licensed timber -- This figure illustrates tho potentialities 
Opportuniti8s for 
using thG port rs 
of cl tir.ribur berth for omploym0nt . It also 
indic2tes whether it would b~ possible for 
men to work on the timbur berth during tho 
week and return horn~ on the weekends . 
fn uxit for liccnsud 
timber -- This could me2n the building of roads Rnd 
h2rbour fncilities in the ports . Bven if 
these were unnecess~ry, it does mean extra 
employment at river driving and construction 
of the boom& .. 
Forestry rating This is a summarization of th8 potential-
i tios of the locality from the point of 
view of the forester. 
A. (1) That tho local fuelwood supply appears to be adequate. 
(2) That there is sufficiont saw timb~r to supply loc2l 
lwnber needs. 
(3) ThC\t there appears to be sufficient tin1ber for son10 
local export . · 
(4) That there are timber limits close enough to supply 
work and yet allow the workors to go home weekends. 
(5) That the timber limit owners could use the port 8S an 
exit for their pulpwood or saw timber. 
B. (1) That the local fuelwood supply appears to be adequate . 
(2) That there is sufficient saw timber to supply local 
lumber needs. 
(3) That there nppears to be sufficient timber for some 
locnl export . 
C. That there appears to be sufficient forest to supply 
the settlement with fuelwood and a lirni ted nrnount of 
lumb8r for local needs. 
D. That there is n vury limi tE~d fuel supply locally but 
fuel nnd saw timber is available within small boat or dog 
tenm haul. 
E. Descriptions of the general geology and the forest 
soils have been omitted because the Feder2l Department of 
Agriculture representative was a very 8ble pedolog8st who, 
because of the lack of agricultural soils in most of the 
coastal regions, was able to cover these subjects in 
addition to his other duties. 
In the problbrn of water supply it was assumed that 
dug wells would bu used unless a gravity system could be 
installed cheaply. Thus n l&ko, in order to be con-
sidered a satisfactory sour~o, had to drain toward the 
harbour so that vvator could be piped to the settlen1ent 
at no greater cost than the building of a small dam, 
the possible installcition of a filtration bed, and the 
price of the piping and 12bour. The greatly distorted 
sandstones, sl8tes and limestones so common along the 
coast of IJt:;wfoundlc-tnd suggest the possibility of 
artesian sources which, as in many of the towns in 
OntArio, could supply large processing plants and with 
R reservoir and puraping systern nll thG needs of the 
settlement. The possibility of vvettur fron1 this source 
should not be overlooked at those places ~iliere lakes of 
suitable quality are not nvailable. 
The ro~d studies ar8, like those of the forests and 
the wnte~ supply, very general. They merely show 
whether the terrain is such thnt rands could be built at 
a reasonable cost, Rnd do not try to choose routes. 
·when rands nre plc:nned between specific points in this 
areG, Air photogr2phs can be of very great help but 
dut~iled studius nre beyond the scope of this report. 
SEAPORT SURVEY, NORTH ~AST COAST ~FOUNDLAND 
Community Westport Lat. 49°47' 
Air Photo Coverage - A12793 (110 & 111) 
Maps employed 12 SE ( 1" - 8 miles). 
Long. 56°39' 
Al2793 (73 ~ 77) {108 - 111) 
Al2104 (45 - 49) 
1. No. of families present now (welfare). 205/5 - 41. 
2. Area of accessible forest~ Approx. 21,500 acres. 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. 10%. 
; 
(b) Ownership and control. All of this area lies within the 
licensed berths of the Bowater Co. 
3. Difficulties of utilization. No serious difficulties. 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port. None. 
(b) Possibilities for r~ads forest to port. 
(1) slopes - Very steep gradient from plateau down to 
port. 
(2) boulders, rock, etc. - Very rocky approach. 
4. Sawmills licensed for 1952 - 1. 
5. Distance to nearest licensed timber -- miles. 
6. Opportunities for using port as exit from licensed timber 
area. Very limited. 
7. Forestry Rating. A. 
WESTPORT 
A small harbour on the east coast of White Bey- • It is 
well protected from every direction except the south • 
• Water supply is at present from dug wells~ A strean 
flowing from several small lakes on the hills could be 
utilized, at very low cost, for an efficient gravity system. 
There are no roads to this settlement but road building 
is not difficult on top of the plateau. It is possible that 
this port will be connected with either the Hampden or Baie 
Verte road system when the forest operations reach this far. 
Though no figures were obtained on the woods operations 
here, the extent of cutting in the vicinity indicate pulp 
operations of considerable magnitude. 
Westport, like Bear and Seal Coves, is primarilyl:ulpwood 
settlement with some men employed in the woods in the summer 
and almost all men working there in the winter. 
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HARBOUR FACILITIES 
NAME OF PLACE: Bear Cove. 
Latitude 49°5o'N. Longitude 
56°33'W. ChartsNo. 3144 and 
1534. Air Photos: A-12793 -
74 and 75. 
EXISTING WHARVES: Partially burned wharf of John 
Reeves Ltd. Coastal steamers 
use this wharf. 
EXISTING BREAKWATERS: Nil. 
APPROACHES FROM THE SEA: Fairly good, open to S. E. 
FOG CONDITIONS: Good. 
STORM CONDITIONS: Good. 
ICE CONDITIONS: Frozen December to April or May. 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: Nil. 
NATURE OF BOTTOM : Rocky. 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
WHARFAGE AND SHELTER: Closer to inner end of cove: 
would serve Back Cove too. 
DREDGING REQUIRED : Nil. 
AVAILABILITY OF CONSTRUCTION 
MATERIJ'.1.LS : Rock, locally, both loose and 
massive. Timber: East side 
White Bay .• 
EVG: July 28, 1952. 
.... 
BEAR COVE 
J .Reeve's wharf 
Bear Cove from the north 
Church at BeaP OoTe 
VJ~'> r Po 1~.:r 
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FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement Bear Cove. 
Area White. Bay. 
July 28, 1952. 
Population - 144. 
Settlement Notes~ 
Only nine or ten fishermen hero. Last year there were four 
cod traps used here but this year there were only three traps 
used. There are only 150 Q's of cod caught at the present dato 
this year. Some fishermen catch as low as 15 Q's of fish and then 
go to work in the woods. The average annual catch for the settle-
ment is 400 to 500 Q's. In 1950 the shore fish production was 
401 Q's. There are two cod trap crews this year, one with four 
men and the second with only two men. Remainder of the fishermen 
are trawl and hand..line operators . One cod trap crew from this 
settlement goes to Croque as a stationer crew each year. 
Salmon - Throe men from this settlement made $200. each in salmon this 
year. Operated with threo fleets of salmon nets. The total catch for 
the settlement was 1,300 lbs. this year. 
Sealing -Very little sealing here any moro, 
Woods Work - Practically all the men from this settlement go to tho 
woods during some part of the year~ 
-AGRICULTURE 
Glossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500 ' sq. used 
for vegetable production . 
Areas over 500 ' sq . and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables o 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land~ 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep . 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep . 
Over 100 sheep . 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land . 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres . 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use . 
Production much less than require-
ments . 
LCC ATION: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESWCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
AGRICULTUHE 
Bear Cove & Back Cove. DATE: 28-7-52. 
Subsistence gardens - insufficient for 
local consumption. 
Soils weathered frou micaceous parent 
rock and marine sands and gravGls. 
Arca heavily intruded with rock outcrop. 
Soils thin over bod rock or in 
sr1 all pockets. 
Potatoes predominantly, with minor 
amounts of cabbage, turnip nnd other roots. 
Approxinately 150 sheep maintained 
together with a small nurnber of horses 
for winter wood 1 s work. Smnll family 
units of poultry kept. 
Local production on existing arable land 
could be increased by iuproved cultural 
methods. Expansion rostricted due to 
rough, hilly topography and rock outcrop. 
- ,, 
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Community Bea:r- Cove 
Air Photo Coverage Al2793 (74 & 75) 
Maps Employed 12 SE (l" - 8 miles) 
.Al 279 3 ( 1 7 - 20 ) (74 - 77) 
( 108 - 111) 
i. No. of families present now (welfare). 144/5 - 29 
4 Area of accessible forest. Approx. 20,500 acres. 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest.. 20%. 
(b) Ownership and eontrol. All of this aren lies within the 
licensed berths of the Bowater's Co. 
3. Difficulties of utilization. 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port.. Nil. 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port~ Very good from end 
of Western Arm but poo~ from Bear 
Cove., 
(1) slopes 
(21 boulders, rock, ·ete. 
4. Sawmills lieensed for 1952 - l. · 
5. Distance to nearest lieensed timber ·· -- miles. 
6. Opportunities for using port. as exit from licensed timber 
. . 
• 
area. - A very eonsiderable watershed drains to Western Arm •. 
Pulpwood and 1av •1mber cut on this will be brought 
to Western Arm and hauled in booms to Hampden. 
7. Forestry Rating. A • 
'· .. 
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:SEAR COVE 
., 
A small well protected cove on the north side of Western 
Arm. ·' 
Its present supply of water from dug wells would be 
difficult to change to a gravity system, as the nearest lakes 
are over two miles away. 
There are no roads to this settlement. Because of the 
large watershed draining into Western Arm, the Bowater company 
will probably build a haul road to its eastern end. There would 
be little reason for their extending it three and one-quarter 
miles to Bear Cove. 
Bear Cove is primarily a lumbering settlement.. One of the 
local men, acting as a contractor for Bowater's, cut forty-nine 
hundred cords of pulpwood during the winter of 1951-52. About 
fifty men from this small settlement are employed either by the 
one small sawmill or by pulp operations. 
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H1l.RBOUR FACILITIES 
1\Ji>-ME OF PLACE : 
EXISTING WH~RVES: 
EXISTING BRE11.KV'JJ.~TERS: 
A?PROACHES FROM 'rHE SEA.: 
F10G CONDJTIONS: 
ST ORM CONDITIONS: 
JCE CONDITIONS: 
D/' L .,........, ,.... ..... .,.,.. T ,, , . ..,.. T LE/'"'1 .J. j_ l . . • I ' • t ' [\_ l. • . iJ : 
Nh',,URJ;i 041 BGTTOM : 
T' 'J ,.. Q ·r D -.-- T ..,... ...,, -r r··,..... 
•• 1....1 1 ) • ' ) , -' l. j_ . , I I OF PROVIDING 
. Ji.?EDnilJG REQTl IRED: 
/" 1.1 1\ TT .':. -o!T1 ~"''' OF cor.;sTRUCT r ON 
MA1rERI1d~S ~ 
~VG~ July 28, 1952 . 
Seal Cove (White Bay) 
Latitude 49°56'N . Longitude 
56°22 ' W. Chart No. 285 . 
Air Photos: A- 12792 - 20 & 21 . 
Nono but fish stages . Public 
wharf under construction 
(July 28/52) will accommodate 
coastal steamers that now anchor 
in Southern Arm unless weather 
is vory favourable . 
Nil: New wharf will act as a 
breakwater . 
Good. 
Good . 
Poor, harbour open West to 
North Vie st. 
Frozo,n, December to 1-ipril or 
May. 
Nil . 
Rock and mud . 
VJharf now under construction will 
provide shelt er to part of harbour 
for small boats . 
Nil • 
Rock (boulders) locally. Round and 
sawn timber locallyo 
SEAL COVE 
(White Bay) 
Flakes 
Public wharf under construction 
Slow growing blue spruce 
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement Seal Cove. 
Area Whi tc Bey. 
July 28, 1952. 
I. Settlement: 
(a) Population - 285. 
(b) No. families engaged fishing - 12 
(c) No. men engaged in woods work - majority of settlement. 
(d) No. men engaged other occupations 
2o Fishormen: 
(a) Total No. 14 
_. 
No. Shore 14 Stationers -- Floaters -- Bankers & Draggers --
(b) Average age 45 (c) Literacy 40% 
3. Crew Organization: 
(a) No. of Crews 6 · 
Sons and 
No. of Skippers 6 Partners 8 Sharemen --
4. Method of Fishing: 
(a) Cod traps 1 Trawls 40 Cod Nets --
Hand lines yes Jigggers yes 
Salm.on Traps -- Salmon Nets 45 
Lobster pots --
Herring Seines -- Herring Nets --
Mackerel Seines -- Mackerel Nets --
(b) Trap Boats 1 Motor Boats 4 Dories -- Punts 2 
Jack Doats Long liners-- Schooners --
~. Settlement Annual Catch: 
(a) Cod Light salted (1952) q 1 s 250 (1950) 305 
Cod. Hvy. salted (1952) Q's 
Cod. Frosh (1952) lbs. 
(b) Salmon (1952) lbs. 6,500 ~verage lbs. 
(c) Lobster (1952) lbs. 
(d) Turbot (1952) bbls. --
(e) Herring (1952) --
(f) Mackerel (1951) bbls. 
AverRge lbs. --
Average bbls. --
(g) Seals (1951) No. 80 
6. 
- 2 -
Settlement Notes 
Housing and Living Conditions : 
Above average . No poor buildings . There were nine new 
buildings under construc t ion , which is a considerable number for a 
settlement of 285 people . Seal Cove is one of the more attractive 
appearing settlements on the French shoro . 
7. Fish Processing Facilities : 
(a ) Existing Plants . Nil . 
(b) Conditions of flakes , stages and fish sheds . 
Adequate storage space s i Nce t here is not much fishing any 
more . There are a few new fish sheds . Remainder of sheds , 
flakes and stages aro in average condition . 
8. Marke t ing: 
( a) Who buys fish . A. T. Whit e, and L. J . Noble of Nipper ' s Harbnur . 
9, Financing~ 
(a) Credit extended to Fishermen . 
Fishermen buy their supplies bo t h 
on a cash and credit basis . Credit for tho fishing voyage usually 
extends over a period of six months . Trawl crows average about 
$400. of credit during this period . 
10 . Co-operative Development : Nil . 
11 . The Settlement's Area of Economic Influence: 
Mr . A.T . Whi.te supplies settlements f-arther south in White 
Bay . Otherwise the settlement ' s economic influence is purely local. 
12 . Historical Notes : 
This settlement was dopondent on fishing bofore Canadian Intor-
national Paper and Bowater's Company began their operations in tho 
area . Now 90% of the earned-income is derived from woods work . 
13 . Additional Notes on Fisheries and other Resources and Attitude of 
Fishermen, etc . : 
There are nine cod traps here but only one is in use this 
year . There are also thirt y- eight motor boats but only five are 
boing used this year . 
Wild Cove , a little se t tlement of 124 people north of Seal 
Cove , is more dependent on fishing than Seal Cove . Five of tho 
mon from Seal Cove wont to Wild Cove as sharemen this year . Over 
the last three or four years , Seal Cove produced an average of 
1000 Q' s of shore fish . Now the trend is vory definitely out of 
,--..... fishing . Four years ago there were fifty fishermen here . This 
year there are only nineteen . 
,I 
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AGRICULTURE 
~lossary of terms used in attach~d report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500 ' sq. used 
for vegetable production . 
Areas over 500' sq . and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables . 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation, 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land~ 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers. of 
hens~ 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep . 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep . 
Over 100 sheep . 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land . 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres . 
Area over twenty acres. 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments . 
LOCATION: 
-~-----
AGH IC ULTUHE: 
SOfL S: 
CHOPS : 
LIVE SID CK: 
r - '1UJ'11T A T • \.J ..L. · · _l/-.1 '· 
AGRICULTURE 
Se2l Coveo Dii TI.; : 2 b·-7-5 2 • 
---·-·--·~- ----------~-------..,_.__...._.....,,.._. ....... __ 
Garden type production, together with hay 
nnd pasture areas. Sufficiunt potntoos 
produced for locnl needs, other type 
vegetnbles imported. 
Soils derived principally from outw~sh . ~ 
gravels nnd old, buri~d till remnnnts along 
vo.lley sides. 
Potatoes, turnip~, cabbage, c8rrots and 
beet. Modernte area of hny nnd pasture 
lnnd. 
li.pproximately 150 sheep and twenty horses 
nnintnined, together with srnnll nurnbors of 
poultry. 
Some expnnsion possible on the outskirts 
of the village, but aren bouldery and 
~rohPbly costly to clear. ~pproximntely 
50 - 75 1-.. dditional r-tcres could bo utilized. 
• 
.. SEAPORT. SURVEY, NOR~ EAST COAST NEWFOUNDLAN~ 
Community Seal Cove Lat.- · 49°56' Long. 56°23' 
Air Photo Coverage Al2792 (18 - 20) · 
Maps employed 12 SE (l" - 8 miles). 
A12787 (204 to 206) 
Al2793 (15 to 18) 
1. No. of families present now {welfare). 285/5 - 57. 
2. Area of accessible forest. Approx. 26,500 acres. 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. 20~. 
(b) Ownership and control. All of this area lies within 
licensed berths of the Bowater 
J. Difficulties of utilization. 
the 
Co. 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port. Proj ected road to 
Baie Verte. 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to por~~ No serious 
diffic~ltie s except for 
the steep cliff at the sea. 
(1) slopes 
(2) boulders, ~ock1 etc. 
4. Sawmills licensed for 19$2. - i. · 
5. Distance to nearest licensed timber -- mil~s.· 
6. Opportunities for using port as exit from licensed timber 
area. - The port its elf will not be used but Southern Arm, 
immediately south of Seal Cove, is so used now. 
7.. Forestry Rating. - A. 
• 
__ _,,, .--~ "_ ... . .. -
.. , .· 
SEAL COVE 
A rather open port on the east side of White Bay. 
It is a lumbering rather than a ~ish1ng settlement and as 
such will be connected ·shortly by ~oad to Baie Verte. The road 
is bull-dozed ·as far as the hill above Seal Cove and only the 
bridging and surfacing is needed for completion. 
A gravity system of water supply is possible from a pair 
of small lakes draining into the harbour in the centre of the 
town or from another two lakes draining into the upper end of 
the harbour. Both sets of lakes appear shallow on ~he air 
photographs and would have to be checked ~or quality. 
Approximately seventy men from this settlement work at 
pulp cutting or other woods work with the Bowater's Company. 
In addition~ the one small saw:mill employs three to four more men. 
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HARBOUR FACILITIES 
NAME OF PLACE: Fleur - de - Ly5 
Latitude 50 ?~ ' N. Longitude 
56°5 ' W. Chart No . 2 85 e Air 
Phot~s 132 - 2, 3 & 4 (Can Air -
ways) Bowater ' s . 
EXISTING WHARVES: Fish stages and wharf of A. T . 
Vl/h j_ t e w hi ch is use d by the pub 1 i c • 
Coastal Steamers anchor in the 
offing , outside of the islet . 
EXISTING BREAKWATERS: Natural land - locked harbour but 
wind squall s are bado 
APPROACHES FROM THE SEA: Good, but rather difficult to 
identify; run into harbour should 
have a couple of buoys to ma~k 
2 shoals . 
FOG CONDITIONS: Good . 
STORM CONDITIONS: No seas disturb harbour but gales 
from North to South- east make 
breaking seas at the harbour en-
trance . 
TIDAL FECULIARITIES: None . 
ICE CONDITIONS: Frozen December to April but often 
blocked with sea ice till late May 
NATURE OF BOTTOM: Stiff mud and boulderso 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
V1JHARFAGE AND SHELTER: Si to for a public wharf about 200 
yards west of A. T. White's wharf . 
DREDGING REQUIRED: Nil . 
AVAILABILITY OF CONSTRUCTION 
MATERIALS: Rock loose or massive , locally . 
EVG: July 29 , 1952 . 
Timber : Round or sawn. Baie 
Verte or Coachman•s Cove . 
FLEUR-DE-LIS. 
Main street. 
Middle ·port. Sawmill. Note home made pulley. 
Mr. She1 1s fish. Fleur-de-Lye. 
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement Fleur de Lys. 
Area White Bay . 
1. Settlement: July 29, 1952. 
{'a) Population 368 
(b) No. families engaged fishing 40 
( c ) No . men engaged in woods work 40 
(d) No. rnen engaged othor occupations 
--
2. Fishermen: 
(a) Total No, 55 
No. Shore 55 Stationers -- Floaters Bunkers and Draggors --
(b) lverage age 35 (c) Literacy 75% 
3. Crew Organization: 
(a) No . of Crows 20 
Sons nnd 
No- of skippers 20 Partners 25 Sharemen 10 
4. Method of Fishing: 
(a) Cod Traps 17 
Hand Lines 75 
Trawls 100 Cod Nots --
Jiggers yes 
Salmon Nets 55 Salmon traps 
Lobster pots Caplin Seines 1 
Herring Seines -- Herring nets --
Mackerel Seines -- Mackerel nets --
(b) Trap Boats 9 Motor Boats 20 Dories -- Punts 12 
Jack Boats Long liners -- Schooners --
5. Settlement Annual Catch: 
(a) Cod. Light salted (1952) Q's 2,500 (1951) Q's 2,000 (1950) 1,879 
Cod. Hvy.salted (1952) Q's --
Cod. Fresh (1952) lbs. --
(b) Salmon (1952) lbs. 400 Average lbs. --
( c) Lobster (1952) lbs. 
--
Ave rage lbs. 
--
.( d) Turbot (1952) bbls • Average bbls. --
( e ) Herring (1952) bbls. 
--
(f) Mackerel (1951) bbls. few ( g) Seals, No. 
--
- 2 -
Settlement Notes 
6. Housing and Living Conditions: 
Homes are average for a fishing settlement but Fleur de Lys is a 
crowded settlement similar to Englee . Several homes Rnd shops are 
built on wooden stilts over the wnter in the harbour . ~Chere are . 
eight or ten fairly poor dwellings in the settlement. 
7. Fish Processing F~ciliti e s : 
(a) Existing Plants. Nil . 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds . 
Have adequate storage for shore-cured c od , but stage s and 
sheds are old and broken down . Many s t ages are a hazard for people 
to walk on . They use wooden fish flakes for making fish . 
8 . ~Ma rketing : 
(a) Who buys fish . A.T . White of Seal Cove and James Strong of 
Little Bay Islands . Sa~mon is purchased by Mr . 
Shei , a local merchant . 
9 . Financing : 
(a) Credit extended to fishermen : 
Fishermen buy supplies both on a cash and credit basiB . Require 
credit for four to six months during the fishing voyage . 
10 . Co-operative Deve lopmont: 
The r e is no co - op store but there is a Co-operative Credit Union 
made up of 38 m.emb e rs . Of these , only 20 are active members . 
11 . The Settlement's hrea of Economic Influence : 
Not much influence on othe r settlomonts . The stores limit their 
dealings to the local settlement . 
12 . Historical Note s : 
Fleur de Lys is nn ancient sottlement . It was f ounded by the 
Franch in the 16th century . Five years ago e ve ry man in the settle-
ment was fishing. There we r e about thirty mor e fishermen than there 
are at present . 
13 . ndditional Notos on Fishe ry and other Resources and Attitude of 
Rishormen e tc . : 
In the past two years the cod c a tch has been very good . This year 
the prospects f or a largo catch aro very good . It is chiefly a trap 
fishing settlement . Tho trap season lasts from June 1 to August 1, nnd 
hook and line fishing ext ends t o the first week in November . The 
a ve rage catch per man is about 50 Q' s which is bettor than most settle-
ments on the French Shore, with the exception of a few of the more 
northerly settlements such as Pishot Islnnd and Croque 
This was tho first yoar they fished for salmon for sevon or 
eight years . However, the catch was poor because the ice did not 
clear away early enough . Salmon is usually taken between May 25 t o 
July 1 . 
Mackerel are available but the fishermen do not make an attempt 
to catch any amount of it . 
Seals are not worth bothering with . They usually get only one or 
two per man . 
AGRICULTURE 
~lossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500 ' sq . used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate nurnber of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep . 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep . 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land. 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres . 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use . 
Production much less than require-
ments . 
llGRICULTUHE 
L~ ATION: Fleur-de-Lys. 
-
uATE: 29-7-52. 
AGRICULTURE·: 
SOILS: 
• 
CROPS: 
LIVE STOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
Gnrden type production ·with high 
yields of potatoes in a few instances. 
Genernlly subsistancG pntches. 
Insufficient produced for locnl needs. 
Soils weathered from shists, qucrtzite 
and sandstone pnront rock. Heavily 
outcropped, with thin soil ovor bedrock 
and in isolated pockets • 
Potatoes, cnbbage, turnips, cnrrots 
and beet. 
11.pproximately 170 sheep, 30 go~ts 
nnd 10 horses m8intsined • . 
No expnnsion possible due to rocky 
terrain and thin soils ovor bedro& • 
• 
Com:rtunity Fleur de Lys Lat. soooa' Long. 56@06' 
Air Photo Coverage Al2787 (21 & 22) Al2787 (14 to 17) 
Al2787 ( 5 to ll) 
Maps Employed 12 NE (l" - 6 miles). 
1. No. of families present now (welfare). 360/5 - 74. 
2. Area of accessible forest. Approx. 16,500 acres. 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. 50~. 
(b) Ownership and control. Largely Crown Lands. The Bowater 
company timber berth line lies two 
miles west of the end of Fleur de Lys 
harbour. 
). Difficulties of utilization. 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port. There appears to be a 
winter road up the valley 
leading west from the 
harbour. 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port. Very good up the 
valley west of Fleur de 
Lys. 
(1) slopes - gentle. 
(2) boulders, rock, etc. - very rocky. 
4. Sa-wrnills licensed for 1952 - l. (3 in 1951) 
5. Distance to nearest licensed timber - two miles. 
6.. Opportu.ni ties for using port as exit from licensed tiraber 
area. - It is used as such now, but due to the small water-
shed draining this way, the scope of the woods 
operations is limited. 
7. Forestry Rating. A. 
FLEUR .DE LYS 
• A narrow rather shallow port three miles east of 
Partridge Point. 
.. 
From Partridge Point south-east to Fleur de Lys Harbour 
• 15 very rocky and shallow-soiled. The depressions appear to 
" 
bear satisfactory forest ' co:ver but 
' 
the shallow~soiled areas 
' ·· 
are covered with stunted tree5'' --$itnilar to those found at 
Ship Cove. '· .... _ 
Between Fleur de Lys and Coachman's Cove the valleys are 
heavily wooded. A Provincial forest cover map prepared in 
1937 (Fleur de Lys File 6-2) shows volumes up to eighteen 
cords per acre. 
There is one winter road leading westward from the 
harbour to tho Bowater timber berths two miles away. The 
terrain is not difficult so this could be developed w·ithout 
great cost and extended to the Baie Verte road system, 
A gravity water system would be expensive here. The 
nearby lakes appear very muddy and shallow, while the deeper 
lakes are at least two and one-half miles away. 
In 1951 one contractor cut four thousand cords of 
pulpwood on the nearby Bowater limits, and the three local 
sawmills produced over eighty thousand F.B.M. of lumber. 
Seventy-five men were employed on pulpwood operations by the 
local contractor nnd by the Bowater company, while another ten 
to fifteen men worked with the local sa\A1111ills. 
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HARBOUR FACILITIES 
NAl\IE OF PLACE: 
EXISTING V\JHARVES: 
EXISTING BREAKINATERS: 
APPROACHES FROM THE SEA: 
FOG CONDITIONS: 
STORM CONDITIONS: 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: 
NATURE OF BOTTOM: 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
Coachman's Cove 
Latitude 50°3' W. Longitude 
56°05' W. Charts 285 and 
3305. Air Photos 127-2, 3 & 
4 (Can. Airways) Bowater's. 
Public Wharf i.n Southwest Cove. 
Natural rocks off Southwest 
Cove. 
Wide open. Quite good. 
Good. 
Easterly winds cause seas in 
North Cove, South Cove, where 
public wharf is located~ gives 
fair shelter. 
Nil. 
Rocky. 
WHARFAGE AND SHELTER: Very poor. 
DREDGING REQUIRED: Nil. 
AVAILABILITY OF CONSTRUCTION 
MATERIALS: Rock,locally,loose or solid 
masses. Timber: Locally. 
EVG: July 29, 1952. 
COACHMAN'S COVE 
Public wharf 
Valley. looking south 
Logs at Coachman's Cove 
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement Coachman's Cove. 
Area White Bay~ 
1. Settlement: 
(a) Population 284 
(b) No. families engaged fishing 15 
(c) No. men engaged in woods work 20 
(d) No. men engaged other occupations --
2. Fishermen: 
(a) Total No. 30 
July 29, 1952·. 
No. shore 30 Stationers -- Floaters -- Bankers & Draggers --
(b) Average age 28 (c) Literacy 100% 
3. Crew Organization: 
(a) No. of Crews 12 
Sons and 
No. of skippers 12 Partners 18 Sharemen --
4. Method of Fishing: 
(a) Cod Traps 10 Trawls 15 Cod nets --
Hand lines yes Jiggers yes 
Salmon Traps -- Salmon Nets 15 
Lobster pots --
Herring Seines -- Herring nets --
Mackerel Seines -- Mackerel Nets --
(b} Trap Boats 7 Motor Boats 3 Dories -- Punts 2 
Jack Boats -- Long liners -- Schooners --
5. Settlement Annual Catch: 
(a) Cod. Light salted (1952) Q's 1,000 (1951) 1,600 (1950) 892 
Cod. Hvy. salted (1952) Q's --
Cod. Fresh (1952) lbs • . --
_,.- (b} Salmon (1952) lbs. 5,800 
(c) Lobster (1952) lbs. --
(d) Turbo t (1952) bbls. --
( e) Herring (1952) bbls. --
(f} Mackerel (1951) bbls. --
(195l)lbs. 650 
Average lbs • . --
Average bbls.--
(g) Seals, No. --
- 2 -
6~ ~ousing and Living Conditions: 
Homes are generally good. Not crowded in the settlement as at 
Fleur-de-Lys. There are four or five poor dwellings. 
l • Fish P.rocessing Facilities: 
(a) Existing Plants• Nil. 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds. 
Adequate storage room for shore-cure cod. 
fair condition but stages are poor, generally. 
are used~ 
8~ Marketing: 
Fish sheds are in 
Wooden fish flakes 
(a) Who buys fish• James Norris & Co . Gus Norman and Mr. Milley from 
Pacque~ buy a little. Out of 1,600 Q's last year, Norris 
bought 1,300 Q's• 
9. Financing: 
(a) Credit extended to fishermen. 
Credit is extended to crews for about six months. Trap cre~s 
require $1~000 on the average. Hook and line crews require $400~ 
10. Co-operative Development·: 
Began organizing a Credit Union last fall. Have 35 members 
now but it is not well established yet~ The members have a local 
sawmill and last winter they sawed 300,000 F.B .• M. 
11. The Settlement's Are a of Economic Influence: 
Economic influence is limited to the l ocal settlement. 
1?. Historical Note s: 
Coachman's Cove's population has remained about the same in the 
last fifteen years- The number of men fishing has remained constant 
but there is no fall fishing done. Apart from 3 or 4 men, all the 
fishermen quit and go to work in the woods in the fall. 
13. Additional Notes on Fishery and other Resources and Attitude of 
Fishermen, etc_•--.=--~----------------------------~~---------------
The average cod catch is 1,200 to 1,400 Q's. Cod traps are 
used chiefly. Early in August they haul up their traps and go to 
the woods. Fishing is prosecuted most extensively in the fly 
season$ The cod trap season lasts from June 15 to August 10. 
The salmon season is from June 1 to July 1. There are plenty 
of mackerel around but there is no gear to catch it. There were 
no seals caught this year but they usually get two or three 
"Beaters" per man as the seals go back north to the .ice. 
AGRICULTURE 
~lossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500 ' sq. used 
for vegetable production . 
Areas over 500 ' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables . 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres , under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
l\1odera te nurnber of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land. 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres . 
Area over twenty acres. 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
AGRICULTURE 
LOCATION: Coachman's Cove. Di~ rrE : 2 9-7 - 5 2 • 
---
------.......... -------------------------------....... ·-----
AGRICULTUHE: 
SCIL S: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
Subsistenc8 typo gnrdens producing enough 
potatoes for locnl use. Other root 
vegetables imported. 
Isolated pockots of soil dGrivud from 
msrine snnds nnd grnvels nnd schist nnd 
snndstone pnront rock. 
Principally potatoes, with limited 
nmounts of cnbbnge nnd turnip. Smnll 
nrec.ts of pasture le.nd. Hc.ty imported • 
. fl.pproximately 200 sheep, 6 goats nnd 
20 horses. 
No a~ricultur2l potcnti2l due to rough 
sloping topography and heavy rock outcrop-
pin.g. 
SEAPORT Sl!,~VEY L ,NOFf.TH .EA~T I QOAST ,UEY{~QUNDLAND ' 
Community Coachman's Cove 
Air Photo Coverage Al2787 (14 to 17) 
I.. 
Maps Employed l2NE (l" - 8 miles). 
Al2787 (21 & 22) 
A12787 (5 to 11) 
1. No. of families present now (welfare). 284/5 ~ 57. 
2. · Area of accessible forest • . Approx. 22,800 acres. 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. 30%. 
(b) Ownership and control. The accessible timber is almost 
all on Crown Lands even though the 
nearest licensed timber berth is only 
three miles away. 
J. Difficulties of utilization. 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port. Nil. 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port. Very poor. (Se8 
notes on second sheet). 
(1) slopes - steep. 
(2) boulders, rock, etc. - Very rocky. 
4. Sa~ills licensed for 1952 - l. 
5. Distnnce to nearest licensed timber - approx. 3 miles. 
6.· Opportunities for using. port ns exit from licensed timber 
area. - Very poor. The natural exits for the timber berths 
of this area are the east coast of White Bay, 
Fleur de Lys or small ports south of Conchman's 
Harbour. 
7. Forestry Rating. B. 
• 
COACHMAN'S COW 
This settlement is considered locally as a lumbering 
rather than a fishing village. It is their bonst that the 
wharf timbers for most of the piers on the Northeast coast were 
supplied from here. 
Tree growth is very rapid and the studies of the 
Provincinl Forestry Division indicate that the 1951 cut of over 
half a million feet board measure of lumber can be continued 
indefinitely. (The Provincial Forest Cover ~1ap Fleur de Lys 
File 6-2 should be consulted for a detailed study of the 
resources). 
There are no roads and due to the rugged shore line, one 
would be difficult to build. The problem of road construction 
should be divided into: 
(a) The cost of construction of the plnteau-like interior 
where road building is not difficult. 
(b) The cost of construction down the last steep rugged mile 
to the sen shore. 
The timber from this settlement is importunt to the economy 
of the whole Northeastern coast so it may be assumed that the 
village will remain ns long as this forest ind~l~ry exists. 
PlRns should be made, therefore, to join Coachman's Cove to 
Baie Verte where the proposed hospital is to be located, In 
addition, a well-plnnned trail system should be built which would 
permit the best utilization of the local forest resources. 
A gravity system of wnter supply could be built very 
easily from a lake one nnd one-quarter miles west of the 
settlement. 
In 1951, about twenty men fro1n Coachman's · Cove were em-
ployed by the Bowater Company and sixty men were employed by 
the loc~l sawmills. 
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HARBOUR FACILITIES 
NAME OF PLACE: 
EXISTING WHARVES: 
EXISTING BREAKWATERS: 
APPROACHES FROM THE SEA: 
FOG CONDITIONS: 
STORM CONDITIONS: 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: 
NATURE OF BOTTOM: 
POSSIBILITIES OF PRO-
VIDING 'WHARFAGE AND 
SHELTER: 
DREDGING REQUIRED: 
AVAILABILITY OF CONSTRUC-
TION MATERIALS: 
EVG: July 29, 1952. 
Baie Verte 
·Latitude 49°56'N. Longitude 
56°11'W. Chart No. 285. Air 
Photos 110-24 to 26 (Can. Air-
ways) Bowater'so 
Old jetty, apparently unused. and 
Bowater's wharf about 250 feet 
long wh]_ch accommodates ships 
on both sides. Coastal Steamers 
use this wharf. Fresh water 
available. 
Botwater's wharf acts as break-
water but is only good to shelter 
one or two ships and small craft. 
Good. 
Good. 
Bad in North to East winds. 
Nil. 
Mud. 
If a public wharf were needed, 
a detailed survey would probably 
select a site between Bowater's 
wharf and the old jetty. 
Nil. 
Rock quarried locally, but bea~h 
stones might easily be located nearb~. 
Timber: Locally. 
-BAIE VERTE 
Looking towards the sea 
Main street. Bowater depot town with sewage, 
water and electric lighw 
View ot homes showing contrasting regularity 
ot sites compared to fishing settlements 
I 
Clam loading pulp. 
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement Baie Verte 
Area White Bay 
July 29, 1952. 
Population - 553 
Settlement Notes: 
This settlement is entirely involved in woods work. 
Bowater's Company have an extensive operation here. They cut 
17,000 cords of pulp wood here last year. The wood is taken 
by large wood barge to Corner Brook - a 24 hour run from here. 
Bowater's employs somewhere between 400 - 600 men on the 
White Bay peninsula. The headquarters for the peninsula is at 
Baie Verte. Baie Verto is entirely a company town. In 1923 
there was only one family here, now there arc 100 families. 
Bowater's builds houses for its staff. The houses have 
electric lights and running water. 'I'he sottlem.ent has an 
appearance of prosperity and regularity in the manner of 
laying out the buildings~ It is a sharp contrast to the 
confusion of buildings in the fishing settlements. 
-
AGRICULTURE 
~lossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500 ' sq. used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas ovGr 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land. 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres. 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
----
J~GRICULTUHE: 
SCI 13: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
PCTrLF; T lL.L: 
• 
Baie Verte. D.ti.TE: 29-7-52. 
Gnrdon type production for home use. 
Insufficient for locnl consumption. 
Soil dori ved fron1 roL1n2nt till deposits 
nnd outv1nsh snnds nnd gr[lvels . 
Principnlly potc1toes, with sri1nll 
nmounts of cnbbage ~nd roots. 
Approximately 20 sheep and 30 wats 
rnninto.ined, to£Sether "''i th two cows1 
2nd n srnall nuraber of horses r1nin-
t nined by Bovvnt ur' s Paper Cori1pnny 
for woods v1ork. 
Aren can be expnnded by clearing 
presently forested l nnds . Approxi-
mately 150 - 200 acros nvailnblo 
nlong tho shorolinu of the bay~ . 
.. 
I 
SEAPqRT •• SURVEY, NORTf!. ~~.SJ C0~§3_T. J'H~yfF.UUNDLAND 
Community Baie Verte 
Air Photo Covernge Al2792 (,U. to 18) 
r-Tnps er11ployed 12 SE ( 1° - 8 miles). 
Al2787 (205 to 209) 
Al2793 (11 to 15) 
1. No. of families present now (welfare). 553/5 ~ 111~ 
2. Area of accessible forest. Approx. 39,400 acres. 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. 15% to 20%. 
• 
( b) Ownership and control. This area lies completely '\-Vi thin 
the licensed timber berths of the 
Bowater Con1pany. 
J. Difficulties of utilization. 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port • . See notes on page 2. 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port. Very good. 
(1) slopes - Not excessive. 
{2) boulders, rock, etc. No serious difficulties from 
these. 
4. Sawmills licensed for 1952 - l. 
5. Distance to nearest licensed timber - miles. 
6. Opportunities for using port as exit from licensed timber 
area. - Is being used on a very large scale now • 
• 
' 
. 
?. Forestry Rating. A. 
• 
BAIE VERTE 
.. 
This is the Bowater depot town for the Baie Verte Division 
of their Newfoundland timber limits. The houses, most of 
which belong to the company, are supplied with running water, 
electric~ty and sewage facilities. 
Roads radiate from Baie Verte west toward Seal Cove, 
south toward the Trans-Canada Highway and east in the direction 
of Burlington. Other roads will be constructed when the 
necessity for them arises. 
Bowater's operate as many as eleven pulp camps in this 
division, all of which are service4 through Baie Verte. Ten of 
these camps open in September and employ an average of fifty men 
each. The eleventh camp is kept open throughout the st:Jnmer in 
order to provide ernployn1ent for those men V'vho nr:e .willing to -v.rork 
during the fly season. These camps have a capacity of around 
60,000 cords per y8ar and hope to continue operations of this 
magnitude inc .finitely. 
Because the pulp industry operRtes on long terrn programr11es, 
to11'fns of this type are a decided asset to ~ region. 
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HARBOUR FACILITIES 
NAME OF PLACE : 
EXISTING lf!HARVES : 
EXISTING BREAKWATERS : 
Pacquet 
Latitude 49°59 ' N. Longitude 
55°52 ' W. Chart No . 285 . Air 
Photos ~ Al 2787 - 213 to 215 0 
Publ ic Wharf (51 foot face ) 
Coastal Steamers use this wharf . 
Nat ural, land- locked harbour . 
APPROACHES FROM THE SEA : Open from the East . Good o 
FOG .CONDITIONS : 
STORM CONDITIONS : 
ICE CONDITIONS: 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES : 
NATURE OF BOTTOM : 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVID -
Good . 
Good . 
Frozen . December to April 
bl ocked with sea ice into May . 
None . 
Rocky . 
ING l.NHARFAGE & SHELTER: Not required . Good larcse 
harbour . 
DREDGING REQUIRED: 
AVAILABILITY OF CON -
STRUCTION MATERIALS : 
EVG: July 29, 1952. 
Nil . 
Rock l oose and massive locallyo 
Timber White Bay . 
PACQUET 
Public wharf. 
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement 
Area 
Pacquet 
Wl).ite Bay. 
July 29, 1952. 
1. Settlement: 
(a) Population 246 
(b) No. families engaged fishing 40 
( c) No. men engaged in woods work Some 
(d) No. men engaged other occupations 
--
2. Fishermen: 
(a) Total No. 58 
No. shore 58 Stationers -- Floaters -- Bankers & Draggers --
(b) Average age 40 
3. Crew Organization: 
(a) No. of Crews 20 
No. of skippers 20 
4. Method of Fishing: 
(c) Literacy 80% 
Sons & Partners 36 
(a) Cod traps 10 Trawls 80 Cod nets --
Hand lines yes 
Salmon traps --
Lobster pots --
Herring seines --
Jiggers yes 
Salmon nets 40 
Caplin Seines 1 
Herring nets 22 
Mackerel seines -- Mackerel nets --
Sharemen 2 
1b) Trap Boats 5 Motor Boats 27 Dories -- Punts 7 
Jack Boats -- Long liners -- Schooners --
5. Settlement Annual Catch: 
(a) Cod. Light salted (1952) Q's 2000 (1951) Q's 3,000 (1950) 2,433 , 
Cod.Hvy. salted (1952) Q's --
Cod. Fresh (1952) lbs. --
(b) Salmon (1952) lbs. 10,000. 
(c) Lobster (1952) lbs. 
(d) Turbot (1952) bbls. --
·_(e ) Herring (1952) bbls. --
(f) Mackerel (195~) bbls. --
Average lbs. --· 
Average lbs. --
Average bbls. --
(g) Seals (1952) No. 35. 
- 2 -
Settlement Notes 
6. Housing and Living Conditions: 
Better houses that the average in other fishing settlements 
seen on the French Shore . 
7. · Fish Processing Facilities : 
(a) Existing Plants . Nil 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds . 
The s t ages, fish sheds and flakes appear to be in very good 
condition. 
8. &1arketing : 
(a) Who buys fish . Mr . R. Norman and IVIr . W. B. Milley, local 
merchants , each buy about half of the fish produced here . 
9 . Financing: 
(a) Credit extended to fishermen . 
Fishermen rely on credit from the merchants . Tho bulk of the 
credit is given during the six months from the time the voyage starts 
until the fish is sold. Tra· ~ .. crews require an average of $1,.500 . 
Hook and line crews require $100 to $.500 . 
10 . Co-operative Development : Nil 
11 . The Settlement's Area of Economic Influence: 
The two local merchants buy somo s11ore-curo cod from Harbour 
Round, Ming's Bight , Horse Islands and Woodstock, settlements . One 
of the merchants carries as much as ~~1.5,000 crodi t on his books 
during the period of the year when the largest bulk of credit is out . 
12 . Historical Notes: 
Pacquet is an old fishing settlement - at least 100 years old . 
The Normans, Sacroys and Mitchells were the first settlers . The 
number of fishermen has remained fairly stable in recent years . 
13 . Additional Notes on Fishery and other Resources and Attitude of 
Fishermen, etc . : 
The annual fishing season extends from June 1 to November 15. 
Salmon fishing starts June 1 and ends June 30 . Thon the cod trap 
soason begins around the first wook in· July t o July 1.5 nnd onds , 
around the end of July or the first week in l1ugust . Hook and line 
fishing continues until the middle of November . Last year most of 
the shore-cure was graded as "thirds" . Mackerel is available here 
but is not fished . 
The caplin seine is owned by one of the merchants . 
fisherman used the seine, he pays the merchant a dollar . 
has a value of approximately $200 . 
When a 
The seine 
One of the fishermen rents a cod trap owned by James Strong. 
Tho rental charge is one share of the voyage . Mr . Strong owns over 
60 cod traps which he rents to fishermen in the area around Little 
Bay Islands . 
AGRICULTURE 
~lossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500 ' sq. used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land. 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres . 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
L OCLTION: 
_.,... . 
LGRICULTURI~ : 
SOILS: 
C ROIB : 
L1VESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
il.GRICULTURE 
Pncquet. 
Ver y f ew subsistence typo gnrdons. 
Production n1uch less than l o co 1 
requirements. 
Sr.1C1.ll pockets of s oil weather ed from 
s edimentary pnrent rock, predominontly 
snndstone nnd slnt es. · 
Limited ~mounts of potntoes Emd cnbbngc. 
Limi t od nuraber of sheep Elnd npproximat ely 
12 horses Llnintained, thu l atter used for 
woods vv-ork. 
No ngricultural expansion possible due to 
extremely r ocky topography and l a ck of soil. 
.. Co1nmuni ty Pacquet 
Air Photo Coverage Al2787 {212 to 216) 
Niaps employed 2 Svl (ln - 8 miles}. 
Al2787 (3) 
Al2792 (7 to ll) 
1. No. of families present now (welfare). 246/5-: 49 84 Woodstock 173/5 - 35 -
2. Area of accessible forest. Approx. 9,400 acres • 
• 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. 40% 
( b) Ownership and control. Largely located on Cro'Wll Lands .• 
3. Difficulties of utilization. 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port. Nil. 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port. Very poor. See 
notes on page 2. 
(1) slopes - precipitous. 
(2) boulders, rock, etc., very rocky. 
4. Description of forest soils (agriculture). 
5. Sawmills licensed for 1952 - 2. 
6. Distance to nearest licensed timber - J miles. 
7. Opportunities for using port as exit from licensed timber 
area. - Extremely poor. 
8. Forestry Rating. B.- if Woodstock is included as part of 
the settlement. 
• PACQUET 
• This fishing village is situated in an area which is 
almost ent~rely rock barren. South and west of Woodstock 
• 
there is one large stand of timber which the Provincial 
forest cover n1ap shows as severely cut in 19.37. Another fairly 
extensive timber area is located south of a line joining 
Gooseberry Cove to Southwest Pond. 
These two forested areas might supply the fuel and timber 
needs of the present community but superficial exan1ination of 
the air photographs does not indicate sufficient for even 
local export. A road from Baie Verte to either Pacquet or 
·woodstock would perr11i t truck haul of fuel and building material 
and so reduce the disadvantage of the small local supply. 
Both Pacquet and Woodstock .have lakes conveniently 
located for gravity systems of water supply. 
Road building to Pacquet would be very difficult as the 
only entry is through a very narrow steep-sided valley. 
vJoodstock is readily accessible to any road which might be 
planned fron1 Baie Verte to LaScie and the other harbours along 
this shore. 
Though these are fishing settlements, most of the men are 
employed as woods labour in the fishing off-seasons. Approxi-
mately eighty men from Pacquet and Woodstock are employed by 
the Bowater cohlpany each year. 
·+-
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l'J. l.~/ITf: 0 F PL.:1.c E : 
EXISTI:f:'lG Vv1L'\.RVES : 
EXISTING BRE~ 1KVJ ~TERS ! 
La Scio 
Lutitude 49058 ' N. 
Ch<lrts : 285 & 280 
220 to 222 
Lonc~itude 55°J5 ' 'v/ . 
.L1ir Photos A 12787 
Public whurf (87 foot fuco) Co~stul 
stoa..rn.ers use this whu.rf : sorne s1nu.llo.J 
privato whJ.rves , B-lrtlett, Co-op and 
F . U . T . Co . 
None 
APPRO.h.Cr1ES IPROJ·JI THJ.£ SE.A : busy of clCCGSS . \/vide open to North 
FOG CONDITIONS : 
1STOPJ111 COlIDITIOI\fS : 
ICE CONDITIOl,TS : 
TIDll.1" PEC1JLI.:iHITIE.S : 
PQ <ss IBI1.JITIE '.) OF PROVIDil'JG 
vn:L\.HJTAGE 1\.ND SHELTEH : 
DHEDGING HE~1JIRED : 
Good 
Poor hdrbour during Northerly \tv .Lnds 
·which cu. us o h e<l vy se.J.s in tho hur bour 
Frozen Docor11ber to April : blocked 
with soa ice into May 
Strong current s e t t ing 8 out hvv-.:1.r cl s 
at U~pe St. John . Thoro is ~ Jciche 
in this hJrbour . 
Mud in doeper pu.rts of h-J.rbour . 
RJcky close to shore . 
!-Jot very pra1nisiti.g wi.th~ut con-
siderublo detuilud study . Possibly 
a rock mound brcJ.kVr.J.tor could bo 
built from point opposite to und 
beL.Lring about 210° ( .r.10.€.~notic) fron1 
lighthouse . 
l\Jil 
AVAILABILITY OJT C01\1STRUCTION ML.TERI~i1S: Massivo rock loc~tlly . 
J~VG . July 30th, 19 5 2 . 
ll. ls o mv ch srr1d 11 bro ku.n 
rock on N,E. sidoo 
T in1bei· : L oc ully 
LA SCIE 
(Last settlement on the French shore) 
West side ot harbour General view, 
public wharf in foreground 
... 
View from hill to south 
Women on cod flakes 
t 
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement 
Areo. 
LaScie 
White Bay 
l. Settlement: July 30, 1952. 
(a) Population 601 
(b) No. families engage~ fishing 125 
( c) No. men engaged in woods work 100 
( d) No. men engaged other occupations 
--
2. Fishermen: 
(a) Total No. 200 
No. shore 200 Stationers -- Floaters -- Bankers & Draggers --
(b) Average age 40 
3. Crew Organization: 
(a) No. of Crews 57 
(c) Literacy 75%. 
No. of skippers 57 Sons & Partners 121 Sharemen 22 
4. Me!hod of Fishing: 
(a) Cod traps 48 
Hand lines yes 
Salmon 'I'raps 5 
Lobster pots --
Trawls 150 Cod nets --
Jiggers yes 
Salmon Nets 25 
Herring Seines -- Herring Nets --
Mackerel Seines -- Mackerel Nets --
(b) Trap Boats 25 Motor Boats 20 Dories -- Punts 75 
5. Settlement Annual Catch: 
(a) Cod. Light salted (1952) Q's 8,ooo (1951) 10,000 (1950) 6,935~ 
Cod • . Hvy. salted (1952) Q's ~-
Cod. Fresh (1952) lbs --
(b) Salmon (1952) lbs. 32,00Q) 1951 lbs. 40,000 
( c) Lobster (1952) lbs. 
--
Average lbs. 
--
( d) Turbot (1952) bbls. 
--
Average bbls. 
--
( e) Herring (1952) bbls. ---
( f) Mackerel (1951) bbls. -- ( g) Seals, No. --
- 2 -
Settlement Notes 
6. Housing and Living Conditions: 
Good homes. Only three poor dwellings in the settlement. 
Practically all the dwellings. are kept in repair and painted. 
There were several new houses being constructed this year. A 
fairly good road circles the harbour in the settlement. 
7. Fish Processing Facilities: 
(a) Existing Plants. 
Nil. Fishery Products Limited operated a small fresh fish 
plant here but closed it down four years ago. The plant could 
not take all of the cod produced here and the fishermen used to 
curse it as much as they praised it because they would often run 
a race to the plant only to find that it could not handle their 
fish. 
There are two cod oil factories. The Co-op .owns one and Mr . 
Bartlett owns one. 
(b} Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds. 
Fishermen's sheds are adequate to store the shore-cure cod. 
Flakes and stages are better than the average, but the glut of 
cod and the hot weather in July has caused some spoilage this 
year. 
8. Marketing: 
(a) Who buys fish. Mr. Bartlett, the Co-op., and the F.U. Trading Co. 
All three have supplies stores and buy' fish here. 
9. Financing: 
(a) Credit extended to fishermen. 
Credit is given the year nround . .The main bulk is given 
d~ring the fishing season (6 - 7 months). Trap crews require 
$1,000 credit. Trawl crews require up to $500. One of the local 
merchants usually has $20,000 out in credit before the nsquaring-
up" time. . . 
10. Co-operative Development: 
The Co·-operative started five years ago . It was registered in 
1950. It now has 125 members and is still growing . In 1951 its 
total sales of fish and oil amounted to $75,000. Members are paid 
a .50~ commission on every quintal of fish. Out of this commission 
the Co-op pays handling'and storage charges. Usually these charges 
take half of t.he .50¢ commission. 
11. The Settlement's Arca of Economic Influence: 
The merchants at LaScie sell supplies at Horse Island, Harbour 
Round and Bridge Cove. 
12. Historical Notes: 
The French occupj_ed LaScio from the 16th century. Irish and 
English settlers were the first permanent occupnnts 100 to 160 yoars 
ago. The present day fishermen are very keen and anxious for an 
improvement in the fishery • . 
- 3 -
13. Additional Notes o·n Fi.shery and other Resources and Attitude 
of Fishermen, etc.: 
The cod fishery is very good this year and all the cod 
berths are in use. The berths are registered and the 
fishermen draw lots for their use each year. The farthest 
berths are five miles from the settlement. Most are only two 
miles distant. Tho average shore-cure production is £,000 Q's 
but tho last two years they have had an exceptionally large 
catch. T'he cod trap season is from June 10 to August 15. 
Hook and line fishing continues to December 10. The trap 
crews average from 4 - 600 Q's. After they got lOO Q's per 
man, they have a fall's work to "make" the fish. If they do 
not get 100 Q's in the trap, they hook and line fish in the 
fall. The last five years the younger men have quit fishing 
in the fall and have gone to work in tho woods. 
Salmon is caught from May 15 to June 30. The average 
catch is 30,000 lbs. The two best salmon fishermen here made $1,500 together in 1951 and this year they made $1,100. 
Seals are very uncertain. Have to get a N.E. wind from . 
March 1 to March 31 to get seal hero. This year there were 
none. 
AGRICULTURE 
~lossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500 ' sq. used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas over 500 ' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land~ 
Minor or small numbers. of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land. 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres . 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use, 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
. ,.r--.... 
AGRICULrrUHE 
LOCATION: LaScie. DATE: 30-7-52. 
------------------------.-............ ..................... ....--------
AGRICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
Generally subsistence type gardens , 
with several sr:1all f arri1s of 2 - 3 
acres growing potatoes, root crops, 
hay and pasture. 
Soils derived froLl outwash sands and 
gravels and old till remnants, 
generally capped with a black humus 
or ri1uck organic layer. Area poorly 
drained. 
Potatoes , turnips, cabbage, carrots, 
beet, hay and pasture. 
Approximately 300 sheep, 150 ~oats, 
6 cows and a large nurnber of small 
horses. 
Approxioately 100 acres of land could 
be cleared for crop and pasture use, 
but drainage would be necessary. 
Further land might be available along 
the LaScie - Shoe Cove Road • 
Liuestone available for agricultural 
use about t1vo uiles east of the 
s ettler.1ent. 
~E.APO~T ·S~RVEY, NORTH. EAST qoAs.T N1)fFquNDLAND 
,. 
Coramuni ty LaScie Lat. 49°58' Long. 55°35' 
Air Photo Coverage Al2787 (218 to 224) Al2792 (1 to 5) 
Al2787 (220 to 224) 
:Maps employed - 28\iJ l" - 8 miles) 
1. No. of families present now (welfare). 601/5 - 120 
2. Area of accessible forest. Approx. 19,000 acres. 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest - 50% · 
(b) Ownership and control. Crown Lands. 
3. Difficulties of utilization. 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port. There is a road suit-
able for jeep or snowmobile 
from LaScie to Shoe Cove. 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port. 
(1) slopes ) 
{ See Notes on roads. 
(2) boulders, rock, etc. ) 
4. Sawmills licensed for 1952 - 3. 
5. Distance to nearest licensed timber - 13 miles. 
6. Opportunities for using port as exit from licensed timber 
nrea. - Nil. 
7. Forestry Rating. D. 
-~· .. 
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LASCIE 
Due to the shallowness of the soil, past .fires and bad 
cutting practices, the aren around LaScie is largely a rock 
bnrren. Tree gro~th is very rapid wherever soil conditions 
are suitable, so the limited amount of forest cover should 
suffice for loca l supply, especially if n road were built from 
Baie Verte. This would permit truck haul of fuel and lurJber 
until the local forest developed~ 
A lake one mile long by a half mile wide is situated very 
close to the settlement and two hundred and twenty-five feet 
above it. It, with its tributary streams, is large enough to 
supply water by gravity to a considernbly greater population 
than LaScie has at present, 
The present road to Shoe Cove can only be used by waggons 
and jeeps in the summer or snowmobiles in the winter. A road 
west to Round Harbour, Woodstock and Baie Verte would be most 
desirable, particularly for fuel and in order to reach the new 
hospital, whose proposed construction at Baie Verte was 
announced this summer. From LaScie to Grand Cove is very 
rugged nnd, as a result, difficult for road construction. The 
remainder of the route should not prove more difficult than the 
normnl woods truck road. 
This is essentially a fishing settlement nnd only fifty men 
were reported employed in the pulp operations of the Bowater 
company during the winter months. 
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H.ARBOUR F_'i.CILITIES 
N.1.'...i:lIE OF PL..:~CE : Round Harbour 
Latitude 49°5l' N. Longitude 55°39 1w. 
Chart 285 . Air Photos : A 12793 -
2 & 3 
EXISTir,~G 1.: ~TH . l.HVES : J ohn Adci.ms' whdrf on Southwest sid.o . 
Has 55 foot face. Used by scho~ners 
and other smctll freighters . Mail & 
most freight is ldnded at Snook 9 s 
Arm where thGre is a publi.c whdrf 
used by coastal steamers . 
EXISTII\~G BRE.\I0f! ~TERS : None : Harbour pre.let ic cilly l and 
locked but very small 
.iJ'PRO _\.CHE 3 FRO l'.11 THE SE.1. l. : ~L1rrow entrdnc e 
FOG CONDITIONS : Good 
STORM CONDITIONS : Good 
ICE CONDITIONS : 
TID/'~ PECULI.\RITIES : 
N_\TURE OF BOTTO}~ : 
Frozen Docen1ber to .April : sea ico 
troublosome into May 
None 
Rocky 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
WH.:~Fl~GE ~LND SHELTJIB : l{ot very good 
DREDGING REQ,UIRED: Nono 
Noto : There is a. cribwork block with 
powor winch to store small 
boats in the winter time . 
AV_i\IL .. ~BILITY OF CONSTRUCTION l'/L'\.TERI -~ LS : Rock loose or masa ivo, 
loca lly . 
Timber from Groe n Bay 
EVG. July 30th, 1952 . 
ROUND HARBOUR 
Looking out to sea. Public block for storage ot boats 
in wintertime in left foreground. Marvita and 
western Explorer at John Adam's wharf 
aarbour from the north. All wood 
hauled down this trail 
School 
Fish flakes 
,,-.... 
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement~ Round Harbour 
Area Green.Bay . 
• 
1. Settlement: July JO, 1952. 
(a) Population 114 
(b) No.families engaged fishing 20 
(c) No. men engaged in woods work 4 
(d) No. men engaged other occupations ---
2. Fishermen: 
(a) Total No. 32 
No .Shore 32 Stationers -- Floaters -- Bankers & draggers --
(b) Average age 40 (c) Literacy 90% 
3. Crew Organi?~~~~n~ 
(a) No . of crews 12 
No. of !kippers 12 Sons & Partners 20 Sharemon --
4. Method of Fishing: 
(a) Cod Traps 5 Trawls 28 Cod Nets 
--
Hand lines, yes. Jiggers, yes. 
Salmon Traps . -- Salmon Nets 60 
Lobster pots -- Caplin Seines 5 
Herring Seines -- Herring Nets 
Mackerel Seines -- Mackerel Nets --
(b) Trap Boats -- Motor Boats 26 Dories -- Punts lB 
Jack Boats -- Long liners --
5. Settlement Annual Catch: 
Schooners 
{a) Cod. Light salted (1952) Q's 700 1951 Q' s 2,000 (1950) 3,039 
I 
Cod. Hvy. salted (1952) Q'w --
Cod. Fresh (1952) lbs. --
(b) Salmon (1952) lbs. 10,000 1951 lbs. 30,000 
{ c ) Lobster {1952) lbs. Average lbs. --
(d) Turbot (1952) lhbls. 135 19.51 bbls. 200 
( e) Herring (19.52) bbls. 
(f) Mackerel ( 19 5.1) bbls. (g) Seals,No.(1952) 40 (1951) 400 
" 
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Settlement Notes 
6 • Hou s _i ng_§ n d L i_y i ~ g_ .9 _C2.£3~1 t ~:!-_c?_n s ~ 
About 90% of the families have good homes . 
7. Fish Processing Fac~l_~tie~: 
(a) Existing Plants . 
Nil . There is one cod oil plant l ut it has not 
operated for 4 ye ars. The boiler belongs t m W. A . Munn . 
There is a local ice house for storing chilled 
salmon. 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds . 
Fishermen ' s sheds have i nadequate storage space 
for shore - cure cod . The l ocal merchant stores most of it . The 
stages and fish flakes are fair bu t not in as good condition as 
those at La Scie . 
8. Mar~eting_:_ 
( a) Who buys fish . 
Me s sr s . Adams & Sons Ltd., Mr . L. J . Nobl e of 
Nipper ' s Harbour, and the F . U. T. Co . from Nipper ' s Harbour . 
I1r . Adams is the local merchant . 
9 . Financing: 
( a) Credit extended to fishermen . 
Fishermen receive the bulk of credit during the 
six months period that thoy catch and vvmakevv their fish . The 
~vorage a~ount ext ended to crows during this period is from $500. to $ 1,000 . 
10 . Cooperative P...£vel9.E_~~n1~ 
Nil. The people are making an attempt to form a 
co-op. but so far have had no success . 
11 . The Settlement ' s Aroa of Economic Influence~ 
12. 
-------·- ------
·-·· .. - .. - w .. .. ---··----__ .. ---
The local merchant buys fish and sells supplies a t 
Shoe Covo, Tilt Cove and Snooks Arm. 
Historical Notes~ 
The settlement is over 100 yenrs old . They have 
records dating back to the days in which the exchange was in 
pounds, shillings and pence . Rum was itemized on the regular 
store bills . 
AGRICULTURE 
Glossarry of terms used in attached report 
I V 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500' sq. used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land~ 
Minor or small numbers. of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land. 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres . 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
LOCATION: 
AGRICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: · 
• <('. • ... -
AGRICULTURE 
Round Harbour. DATE: 30-7-52~ 
Non-existent. 
Talus debris only. 
None grown. 
None maintained. · 
No agricultural possibilities 
because of vertical cliff; from 
water!s edge. 
SEAPORT SURVEY z .. NORT~ EAST CQ/t~r .. N,E_y~f.91!lJDLl~.ND 
Coramuni ty Round Harbour Lat. 49°52' Long. 55°40' 
Air Photo Covernge Al2793 (2 to 4) Al2792 (1 - 7) 
Al2793 (92) 
~1I8ps employed 2S"W ( ivv - 8 miles). 
1. No. of farnilies present now (welfnre). 114/5 - 23 
2. Aren of accessible forest. (Approx. 13,000 acres. 
( Cl ) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. 30% 
( b) Owner!?hip and control. Cro1tvn Lnnd. 
3. Difficulties of utilization. 
·(a) Existing roads from forest to port. Nil. 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port. Extremely poor. 
(1) slopes - very steep. 
(2) boulders, rock, etc. - very rocky. 
4. Sawmills licensed for 1952. - 1. 
5. Distance to nearest licensed timber - 9 miles. 
6. Opportunities for using port ns exit from licensed timber 
area. - Nil. 
7. Forestry Rating. D minus. 
, 
• 
ROUND HARBOUR 
The thirteen thousand acres of forested land situated 
• 
near this port were, to a very large extent, reported as slow-
growing scrub in 1937. Much of this, however, has developed, 
if not into potential saw timber, at least into what appears 
to be a satisfactory fuel supply. Unfortunately the sea shore 
here consists of high rocky cliffs and the pa~allel rock ridges 
are at right angles to any land approach to the harbour. Fuel 
and saw timber are brought by boat from Snooks Arm to the south 
and Venan's Bight and Balsum Bud to the north. 
There are no roads to this port and it is extremely 
unlikely that any will be built. 
Water supply is limited to two dug wells. A gravity 
system might be possible from the first small shallow pond 
behind the settlement, should the quality of the water prove 
satisfactory. 
' 
This is a fishing village with few of the men engaged 
in woods work, Unfortunately no figures were obtained for this 
phase of the settlement's activities • 
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HAf-tBOUR F/l.CILITIES 
NAME OF PL.:\.CE: 
EXISTING V~TH.ARGES : 
E]~ISTING BRE.l\.I0N:l.TERS: 
Nipper's Harbour 
Ldtitude 49o47~'N. Longitude 
5 5 o 51' VJ. 
Chart: 285 Air Photos A 12793 -
95 to 97 
Public wharf (59~ foot face) 
Coastal steamers use this wharf: 
Bait Depot wharf. 15 foot faceo 
Several small whdrves and stages 
None 
APF'ROACilL£S FHOI\J[ THE SE.!:~: 0 pen to E. S .~. Good 
FOG coi~·DITIONE3: 
STORM CONDITIONS : 
ICE CONDITIONS: 
Some in edrly summer 
Inner harbour~safe for motor __ 
boats and schooners: Outer harbour 
subject to heavy surging: in bdd 
storms waves splash over public . 
wharf. 
Frozen December to April: sea ice 
troublesome into May 
TIDAL PECULIJ\.RITIES: None 
NJ\TURE OF BOTTOI'v1: Rocky 
PO :--iS IBILITIE:S OF PROVIDING 
l~'H./l.RFh.GE AND :SHELTER: In Noble's Cove, a breukv1 -iter or 
haulout slip might be feasible 
to protoct motor bodts: u detuiled 
survey would be required 
DREDGil;G HElollJIRED: Nil 
AV.!tIL.tl.BILITY OF C01'JSTRUCTION lv.I.h.TERill.LS : Hock loose or raus ._. i ve, 
l:)Cally 
EVG . July .30th and 31st, 1952. 
Timber: GrGen B~y 
Points. 
NIPPER'S HARBOUR 
Public wharf, under repair 
~ 
FISHING COMrfilNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement NipEer's Harbour 
Area Green B?-..1_ __ _ 
July 30, 1952. 
1. Settlement: 
(a) Population 275 
(b) No. families engaged fishing 30 
(c) No. men engagod in woods work, few 
(d) Now men engaged other occupations --
2. Fishermen: 
3. 
4. 
(a) Total No. 47 
No.Shore 47 Stationers -- Floaters -- Bankers & Draggers --
( b) Average age 37 (c) Literacy 75% 
Crew Organization~ 
(a) No. of Cr0ws 19 
No. of Skippers 19 Sons & Partners 26 Sharemen 2 
Method of Fishing~ 
(a) Cod Traps 15 Trawls 150 Cod Nets --
Hand lines,few Jiggers, few 
Salmon Traps -- Salmon Nets 65 
Lobster pots -- Caplin Seines 11 
Herring Seines -- Herring Nets 100 
Mackorel Seines -- Mackerel Nets 
(b) Trap Boats 13 Motor Boa ts 39 
Long liners --
Dories --
Schoonor s Jack Boats --
Punts 4S 
5. Settlement Annual Catch: 
(a) Cod. Light salted (1952) Q's 2,100 1950 Q's 3,518 
Cod. Hvy. salted (1952) Q's 
Cod. Fresh (1952) lbs. 
--
( b) Salmon (1952) lbs. 40,374 Average lbs. 
( c ) Lobster (1952) lbs. -- Average lbs. 
( d) Tnrbot (1952) bbls. Average bbls. 
( e ) Herring (1952) bbls •. Halibut (1952) lbs. 4,000 
(f) Mackerel ( 19 51) bbls. --(g) Seals, No.(1952) 150 
- 2 -
Settlement Notes 
6. Housing an~ Livi~g Conditions: 
The fishermen have very good homes here. 
7. lPish Processing Facilit~s_;_ 
(a) Existing Plants. 
Nil. But there is a Bait Depot with a capacity of 
120,000 lbs.of bait. There is plenty of caplin this year but the 
depot intended to freeze 100,000 lbs. and only got 72,000 lbs. 
Last year the depot had 90,000 lbs. of squid and 65,000 lbs. of 
caplin. It sold the caplin out beforo the fall fishi ng season 
got under way so had 25,000 lbs. of caplin come in on the Artica 
and sent out 65,000 lbs. of squid. 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds. 
Sheds and storehouses are adequate but there are no new 
sheds here. The fish flakes and stag es are fair to poor •. 
8. Marke_ ting..:.. 
(a) IJJ"ho buys fish • . 
L.J. Noble and the F.U.T.Co. Both stores are located h ere 
9. Financing: 
(a) Credit extended to fishermen. 
Fishermen buy supplies chiefly on a credit basis for the 
six months period that they arc catching and making their fish. 
10. Cooperative Development: 
11. 
Nil. There was some talk about having a Co-op. but it 
never amounted to anything . 
The Settlement's Area of Economic Influence~ 
Mr. J. T. Noble supplies and buys fish at J a ckson's Arm 
and Seal Cove settlements. 
12. Historical Notes: 
Ono of the oldest fishing s ottlemonts in Green Bay. Tho 
number of fishermen has remained fairly constant in tho l as t 
fow years. 
13 . . Ad.di tional Notes On Fishery And_Othel:__B.2._~ources And A~i_!~_q_e __ C?_f_ 
Fisherm~n 2 Etc. 
The annual cod voyage does not average over 4,000 Q's per 
year. There is a good type of fishermen here. They usually 
have a good voyage and rely chiefly on fishing as a source of 
income. A few of the young men go to Baie Verto in the wint er 
to work for Bowaters Company . 
- 3 -
• 
• 
The annual fishing season extends from June 1 to the 
last of December, for all types of fish~ng. A few seals a~e 
caught from January to May. This year fishermen received ~1~7 .00 
per Q for young harps and $4.50 to $5.00 per Q for old harps. 
It takes ·3 to 4 young harps to make one Q. 
Herring, caplin and squid are caught and sold to the 
Bait Depot. · 
We interviewed three young men from this settlement and 
asked them what they did during the winter. The reply was~ nnot 
very much". On being asked if they would have had a chance to 
get a job at Baie Verte last winterj they said, ·"yes, chances were 
good for a job there". · 
AGRICULTURE 
~lossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500 ' sq . used 
for vegetable production . 
Areas over 500 ' sq . and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables . 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep . 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep . 
Over 100 sheep . 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land . 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres . 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments . 
LOCATION: 
AGRICULTURE~ 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVES110CK: 
POTENTIAL: 
AGRICULTURE 
Nipper's Harbour 
& Noble's Cove. · 
DATE: 30-7-52. 
Subsistence type gardens producing 
insufficient for local use • . 
Soils weathered from granite, containing 
high feldspar content and existing in 
isolated pockets between rock outcrop • . 
Principally potato~s, with small amounts 
of cabbage, turni ps, beet and carrots • . 
Limited numbers of sheep and goats 
maintai.ned, together with family 
poultry flocks. Approximately six 
small mink ranches producing. 
No expansion possible and no agricultural 
potential duo to rough hilly topography 
and almost continuous rock outcrop •. 
SEJ~POHT SURVEY, NORTH EAST COJ.!§11 NETvlFOUNDLAND 
Community Nipper's Harbour Lat. 49°48' Long. 55°52' 
~ir Photo Coverage Al2793 (94 to 100) Al2793 (92 to $8) 
I\Jiap s eraployed 2 Svl ( 1 n - 8 miles) • 
1. No. of families present now (welfare). 275/5 - 55. 
2. Area of accessible forest. Approx. 6,000 acres. 
(a) Estim8ted percent of slow growing forest 10%. 
(b) Ownership and control. Since the Bowater limit line is 
J.5 miles inland, most of the area is 
on Crown Lands. 
3. Difficulties of utilization. 
(n) Existing roads from forest to port. Nil. 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port. Very poor. 
(1) slopes - The region behind Nipper's Harbour is 
extremely broken and largely rock barren. 
4. Sawmills licensed for 1952. - 1. 
5. Distance to nearest licensed timber - J.5 miles. 
6. Opportunities for using port as exit from licensed timber 
area. - Nil. 
7. Forestry Rating E. 
• 
NIPPERS HARBOUR 
• 
The six thousand acres of forested land listed for the 
vicinity of Nipper's Harbour practically all lie toward the 
rear of the five-mile radius. A limited amount of small 
growth from which fuel might be obtained is located on a 
valley leading to the sea one and one-half miles north-east 
of the harbour. With the exception of the above areas, this 
region is almost entirely rock barren~ 
There are no roads to Nipper's Harbour and due to the 
extremely rough terrain, it is unlikely that any will be built. 
Though the present water supply is from dug wells, a 
stream dropping into the upper end of the harbour appears to 
have sufficient volume and head to provide both water and 
light for the entire community. 
This is essentially a fishing village and it is reported 
that not more than thirty men work in the woods during the 
fishing off-season, 
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H .. JtBOUR F.ACILITIES 
NAME 0 F PL.~l.CE : 
EXISTING WlL.~RVES: 
Burlington ( Northvvest _0irm, Green Bay) 
Latitude 49045'N. LongituO.e 56°~v. 
Chart 285. Air Photos: Al2104 - 61 
to 6.3 
Delapidated wharf of Fred Thistle's. 
New public wharf being constructed 
alongside site of Thistle's wharf 
and coastal stedmers will be able to 
use it. 
EXISTil'IG BHE .. 'JJJ..:1TERiS: None 
APPROACFLES FROM THE SEA: Good 
FOG CONDITIONS: 
STOR~,~ CONDITIONS: 
ICE CONDITIONS: 
TID.-\1 PECULIARITIES: 
NATT{JRE OF BOTTOr .. f: 
Good 
Fair 
Frozen late November to May: moving 
ice in spring reported to be chief 
cause of da.mage to Thistle's wharf. 
Nil 
Rocky 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
iliH~\RF.L~GE il.ND SHELT_h;R: 
Public wharf under construction 
{July 30/52} 
DR~DGING REQUIRED: Might bo usoful to romovo part of 
wrockago and ballast from Thistlo's 
wharf sito to provide additional 
berthing at public i/lfharf now being 
built.. 
AVAILABILITY OF CONSTRUCTION J\11.d.TERI. ~LS: Rock and timber 
lOC..:tllY. 
EVG. July .31, 1952. 
t 
BURLINGTON 
Thistle wharf, site of new public wharf 
Crib under construction for new public whart 
.. 
Logs at King's 
Swamp behind docks 
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement: Burlington. 
Area ~reen Bay. 
July 31, 1952. 
Population 260 
Settlement Notes: 
Only 10 men fishing hero this year. May catch 200 Q's 
of fish in the whole year. The 1950 shoro fish production was 
157 Q's. Burlington never was a fishing settlement. Ton or 
fiftoen years ago throe crews used to go as sharomen on Labrador 
fishing schooners but there aro nono going up now. 
Salmon ~ is caught for local consumption only. One man smoked 
100 lbs this year. 
Woods Work -
Most of the men nt this settlement work at Baie Vorte 
but it is 12 miles from hero to tho nearest rond to Bnie Vcrto . 
The settlement is practically dependent on tho work at Baie V0rte 
as a source of income. 
Local Saw Mills - Thero are four small local mills operated with-
in tho 3 mile limit. Last yenr these mills cut approximntoly 
500,000 F . B.M. of lumber. The lumber can be sold in St John's 
at ~75 .00 per thousand. " The freight to St. John's is ~10 .00 
per thousand. 
• 
AGRICULTURE 
~lossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500' sq . used 
for vegetable production . 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables . 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep . 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep . 
Over 100 sheep . 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land . 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres . 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use . 
Production much less than require-
ments . 
LOCATION: 
AGRICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
.AGRICULTURE 
Burlington. DATE: 31-7-52. 
Small subsistence typo gardens. 
Production below lo.cal consumption. 
Soils weathered from scattered granit e . 
till remnants and granite p a r ent rocks. 
Fifty percent of area peat covered or 
very poorly drained. Frequent rock 
outcrop. 
Principally potatoes, with small 
quantities of turnip,~cabbage and 
carrot. Very limited pasture area. 
Approximately 50 sheep, 30 goats and 
20 small horses maintained toge ther 
with minor numbers of poultry. 
No agricultural potenti al due to 
poorly drained swamp areas and rough, 
bould~ ry, outcropped surfaco . 
_SEli.POR~ SURV~Y:, N.ORTH EAST . C011ST NEvJ:FOUNDL.AND 
Community Burlington Lat. 49°45' 
Air Photo Coverage J\.12793 ( 94 to 100) lt.12793 ( 88 to 92) 
. Al2104 (3 to 7) 
r~1C\p s employed 12 SE ( 1 n - 8 miles) . 
1. No . of families present now (welfare) 260/5 - 52 . 
2 . Area of accessible forest. Approx . 20, 900 acres . 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. 30% to 40% 
(b) Ownership and control . Crown land along the shore and bnck 
about 3.5 miles t o the Bowater 
limit line. 
3. Difficulties of utilization. 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port . There is n winter road 
along the telephone line con-
necting Burlington to Baie Verte. 
· (b) Possibilities for roads forest to port. 
(1) slopes - none serious . 
Very good . 
• 
(2) boulders, rock, etc . Mostly very rocky. 
4. Sawmills licensed for 1952 - 5. 
5. Distnnce to nearest licensed timber - 3 miles . 
6 . Opportunities for using port as exit from licensed timber 
nren . Very good . 
7. . Forestry Rating . A • 
BURLINGTON 
Despite the burn around the harbour, and the slow-
growing forest cover on the shallow-soiled areas, the 
remaining areas bear sufficient volume to sustain a cut of 
five to six hundred thousand feet B.M. of softwood timber 
Gach year. 
Road building is relatively easy up the main valley 
leading west. At present a winter road and a telephone line 
from Baie Verte follow this route and spurs could be built 
to the timberod areas each side of it. Though Bowater's are 
not hauling pulp this direction now, Burlington is the logi-
cal exit for wood cut on the extensive watershed draining 
this way. 
Water, at present, is from dug wells. The large stream 
flowing through the centre of the settlement could supply power 
but a stream which might be used for log-driving would not be 
suitable for a water supply. Alternative sources are the several 
largo lakes just north of the town. 
Burlington is primarily a lumbering town. There are five 
saw mills operating with local labour and about one hundred more 
men from Burlington and the other settlements on the harbour are 
reported as working for Bowater's, 
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H1"l.RBO UR F .- l.C IL IT IES 
N.~\J\[E OF PLACE: 
EXISTING %11.:1..RVES : 
EXISTI1\1:G BRE JG{,'1.TERS: 
King's Point 
Latitude 49°35' N. Longitude 
5 6°10' VI. 
Chart No. 285 Air Photos: 
A 12120 - 18 to 20 
Public wharf. (48 foot fnce). 
Coustal steamers uso this vvha.rf 
(there are good ro~ds at this pldce)o 
!'Jone 
.AP:rR0/1.ClIES FR0 ~11 T1IE SI:A : Good 
FOG CONDITIONS: Good 
STORlvI CONDITIONS: Good 
ICE CONDITIONS: Frozen December to May 
TIDAL PECULI.hRITIES: None 
NATURE OF BOTTOM: rv.Iud and sand 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
VffiARF AGE ~'i.ND SlIELTER : 
DREDGING RE~UIRED: None 
Not required 
.L\V.L'\.IL.ABILITY OF CON.STRUCTION MnTERI.hLS: Timber and rock 
(boulders and mas sive) 
locally. 
EVS. July 31st, 1952. 
KING'S POINT 
/ 
Public wharf 
• 
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
------· .. ---.. -- ...... , ..... ___ _ 
Settlement: Kings Poin t 
Area : Gre en Bny 
July 31.9 1952 . 
Population: 260 
Settlement Note s~ 
No fishing dono herG so fnr this year. Ther o may be a 
little trawling done l a ter on in the fall. About 30 years 
ago fishermen used to catch 25 Q's per man with trawls but 
these were the best catches ever made hero . Last yoar 10 - 15 
fishermen fished in the fall, chiefly with trawls on a small 
scale. This year they gave it up . The 1950 shore fish produc-
tion was 562 Q's . 
Agriculture: 
This settlement grows market gurd8ns . Has somo of the 
most rock-free soil I have s een in Newfoundland . Tho soil is 
r od in color somewhat like thnt of P.E . I . 
Hou~ing Conditi~ns...!_ 
There wer e quite a number of new hous es under construction 
and the existing homos are well kept and generally appear more 
prosperous than the average fisherma.n ' s home in other settlements 
wo visited . 
AGRICULTURE 
~lossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500 ' sq . used 
for vegetable production . 
Areas over 500 ' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables . 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres , under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land~ 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land~ 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land~ 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens~ 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep . 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep . 
Over 100 sheep . 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land . 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres . 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use . 
Production much less than require-
ments . 
AGRICULTURE 
LOCATION: King's Point. DATE: 31-7-52 • . 
AGRICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
Full time farming undertaken in some 
instances, with up to ten ncros undor 
production~ Potatoes principal cro~ . 
with major amounts of cabbage, turnips, 
carrots and beet produced. 
Soil weathered from calcareous, stone 
free, soft shales, producing material 
excellently suited for optimum agriculturaJ 
production. Well drained, friable and 
having a well granulated structure. 
Potatoes, cabbage, beet, carrot, turnip, 
parsnip and mlnor amounts of othor 
vegetables. Hay, oats and pasture 
produced. 
Approximately 150 - 175 shoep maintained, 
togothor with one bull, small number of 
horses for wood's work and individual 
family flocks of hons. 
Approximately 150 - 200 acres of land 
under cultivation, with an equal amount 
fit for clearing and production. Area 
particularly suited for agriculture in 
that soil and climatic conditions ideal 
for maximum agricultural development. 
Tho inhabitants are agriculturally minded 
and approximately twenty-five farms exist 
in and between King's Point and Rattling 
Brook , _ varying in size from 2 - 10 Rcres . 
SEAPORT SURVEY, NORTH EAST COJ~ST Nb~JFOUNDLAND 
Community Kingvs Point 
Air Photo Coverage Al2020 (14 to 22) 
I·-Taps employed 12 SE (in - 8 miles) 
Al2021 (23 to 27) 
hl2i03 (149 to 155) 
1~12103 ( 202 to 208) 
1. no. of farnilies present now (welfare). 351/5 - 70 
2. hrea of accessible forest. Approx. 24,000 acreso 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. 5% to 10%. 
(b) Ownership and control. It is froLl 2.75 to 3 miles south 
from King's Point to the Bowater Co. 
limit line. 
3. Difficulties of utilization. 
(a) Existing roads fror!1 forest to port. Nil, but one is under 
construction from 
Springdale in Hall's Bay. 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port. See notes on 
second sheet. 
(1) slopes 
(2) boulders, rock, etc. 
4. Description of forest soils (agriculture). 
5. Sawmills licensed for 1952 - 9. 
6~ Distance to nearest licensed timber - 2.75 - 3 miles. 
7. Opportunities for using port as exit fro11 licensed timber 
area. - Very good. 
8. Forestry Rating. A. 
KING'S POINT 
This region shows the best troe growth seen along the 
eastern and southern coasts of Newfoundland . One stand was 
examined whore trees forty yoars old had roached a height of 
fifty-five foet . This growth was, of course, exceptional, but 
the following examples show that the whole area was above average • 
. 
(1) The Provincial government timber cruise of this area 
( ) shows little scrub and yields 
of from cords per acre . 
(2) Though the Provincial government are careful to limit licensed 
cutting to the productive capacity of the area, they have issued 
nine saw mill licenses for 1952. 
(3) Almost a million board foot of lumber wns cut in this imme-
diate area in 1947. 
The ono existing road to Rattling Brook can hardly bo 
considered as other than a village street since the two settle-
ments arc now joined. The right - of- way has been cleared and 
much of the bull-dozing completed on a road from Springdale to 
here . This will give road communication to the Springdale 
Hospital and to the Trans-Canada Highway . Road building is not 
difficult in this region as long as the roads do not attempt to 
run at right anglos to valleys . 
A cheap gravity system of water supply is not possible here . 
A reservoir would have to be built which could be filled by pumping. 
King ' s Point will probably us e dug wells for some years . 
King ' s Point is at prosent a lumbering town. The nine mills 
employ about fifty men throughout the year , and it was reported 
that anothor ono hundred worked oither on the pit-prop operation 
or .for tho two. _largD pulp comDanios . This figure is so groat that 
woods workers from Rattling Brook must have boen included. 
WELFARE REPORT 
• 
It is not intended, in this report, to present a detailed 
analysis of each community visited: on the contrary it is 
proposed to state certain general principles and indicate, as 
far as possible, their ~pplication to the problem of the 
futupe development of the north•enst coast from the point of 
view of public welfare. 
It is possible, but highly improbable, that one of the 
communities visited during the survey possesses all the re-
quirements for development, but any plan for such a community 
which does not take into consideration the effect of any 
proposed development upon the surrounding district is incom-
plete: in other words, development must be planned on a regional 
rather than a community basis. 
In each area it should be possible to protride the ordinary 
conveniences of modern civilized living as well as the means of 
earning a livelihood. This means that medical and health 
services must be available within a reasonable distance and that 
welfare and educational services must also be easily accessible, 
furthermore it is assumed that the educational services would 
not be limited to those offered by one or more one-room schools. 
An adequate water supply for the entire community is 
essential if good health is to be maintained and, if the 
community is not to become an overcrowded slum, sufficient space 
must be available for suitablG building lots. At the same time 
it should be possible to develop adequate telephonic and tele-
graphic communications within the area itself as well as with 
the rest of the Province, 
Above all it must be possible to develop road communications. 
Possibly this might, in the first instance, be limited to a 
local road system linking the settlements in each area but 
ultimately it involves a link with tho main highroad system of 
the island. 
Even the most optimistic estimate of the fishing season on 
the north- east coast would not exceed six months and it is 
doubtful if , under prevai ling weather conditions , the actual 
number of fishing days on any part of the coast evor exceeds ono 
h~ndred twenty in any year. In these circumstances the presence 
or absence of alternative forms of empl oyment in the area during 
the months when fishing is impossible must be a vital factor in 
any plans for fisheries . 
For the purpose of this report , the north- east coast of the 
island may be divided into the following areas: 
(1) Flower ' s Cove , which includes the coastline from St . Margaret ' s 
Bay to Eddy ' s Cov~ and extends inland to the foothills of the 
r 
Long Range . 
(2) St . Anthony, which includes tho peninsul a formed by Pistolet 
Bay and Hare Bay from Raleigh to Ireland Bight . 
(3) Canada Bay , which includes Roddickton, Englee , Canada Hr ., 
Conche , Crouse, Fishot , St . Julien ' s and Grey Islands as well 
as the area between Hooping Hr . and Harbour Deep . 
(4) Sop ' s Arm, which includes Jackson ' s Arm, Conoy Arm, Sop ' s 
Island and the area botween Sop ' s Arm and Hampden . 
(5) The Baie Verte Peninsula from Westport in White Bay to King's 
Point in the South West Arm of Green Bay . 
(6) The Fortune Harbour Peninsula and adjacent islands east and 
west . 
(7) Twillingate , including the settlements on Twillingate and New 
World Islands . 
(8) Fogo, including the settlements on Fogo Island and Change 
Islands . 
(9) Wesleyville which includes tho coastline from Lumsden to 
Pools Island . 
(10) The Bonavista Peninsula - from King ' s Cove to Trinity . 
Any proposal for development involving a community situated 
on an island should be scrutinized with great care , regardless of 
the proximity to known fishing grounds , as it must inevitably be 
completely isolated from the mainland for at least four months of 
the year . 
If any development is planned, there sould be a long range 
plan which should be sufficiently comprehensive to allow 
commitments to be made well in advance of actual operations and 
yet sufficiently elastic to permit necessary modification from 
time to time. 
~· 
' 
THE BAIE VERTE PENINSULA 
Although this is a comparatively large area , it may be con-
siderod as a unit because of the fairly extensive woods 
operations which Bowaters havo planned for an indefinite period . 
' I 
At the present time Baie Verte is the centre of these operations . 
It is connected with Seal Cove by road. In addition n woods road 
constructed by Bowater ' s extends sout h from Baie Verte for a 
distance of some twenty- two miles . 
At the present time a Department of Health nurse is 
stationed at LaScie . A doctor and nurse employsd by Bowater ' s 
are s t ationed at Baie Vert e in whnt might be described as a 
nursing station. It is unders t ood that a proposal to erect a 
hospital at Baie Verte is being considered by the Department of 
Health . 
This aroa has real possibilities if certain conditions 
can be fulfilled . Apparently LaScie is the centre of a fairly 
large fishing industry which is capable of being expanded . In 
addition other communities in the vicinity of LaScie such as 
Pacquet and Woodstock on tho wes t and Nipper ' s Harbour and Round 
Harbour on the east side seem to be fairly prosperous . LaScio is 
. 
already connected with Shoe Cove by a road but to establish a 
really effective basis for development a road should be con-
structod from the LaScie area t o Baio Verte . If tho trail which 
presently extends' inland from Burl ington could be linked with this 
road network and tho whole system connected with the Trnns-
Canada Highway, tho possibilities for development would be in-
creased considerably. 
Later the settlements of King ' s Point on the oast coast and 
Westport on the west Coast , both of which have some arable land , 
might be joined by road with the other communities on the 
peninsula . 
The largest school in the area is the four room building at 
Fleur do Lys . Practically nll tho other schools in the area havo 
only ono or two rooms in which the standard of nchiovomont is, 
with one or two exceptions , generally low. 


